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Background  
 
1. In 2022, and taking note of an options paper (Document AFB/EFC.30/11), the Adaptation 
Fund Board (hereafter ‘the Board’) decided: 
 

[79.] (b) To adopt a phased approach to the overall evaluation, proceeding urgently 
with a rapid evaluation and undertaking a comprehensive evaluation at a later stage, 
with a view to contributing to the development of the Adaptation Fund’s medium-term 
strategy for 2028-2032 

 
(Decision B.39/57) 

 
2.  In this line, the board requested the Technical Evaluation Reference Group of the 
Adaptation Fund (AF-TERG): 
 

[79. (c)] i) To prepare terms of reference for the rapid evaluation in line with option 1, 
for the consideration of the Ethics and Finance Committee during the intersessional 
period between its thirtieth and thirty-first meetings and, if needed, to present the 
detailed financial implications of the rapid evaluation for the consideration of the EFC 
at its thirty-first meeting; 

ii) To prepare the rapid evaluation, in line with option 1 and on the basis of the terms 
of reference referred to in paragraph (c) (i) above, and to submit it for the consideration 
of the Board, no later than 60 days before the forty-first meeting of the Board; 

[79. (d)] To request the secretariat to prepare a draft management response to the 
rapid evaluation for consideration by the Board at its forty-first meeting. 

(Decision B.39/57) 

 
3. With respect to the comprehensive evaluation, the board also requested the AF-TERG: 

[79. (e)] i) To prepare terms of reference for the comprehensive evaluation in line with 
option 3 and detailed financial implications of the comprehensive evaluation for the 
consideration of the Ethics and Finance Committee at its thirty-fourth meeting 

ii) To prepare the comprehensive evaluation in line with option 3 and on the basis of 
the terms of reference referred to in paragraph (e) (i) above and to submit it for the 
consideration of the Board, no later than 60 days before the forty-seventh meeting of 
the Board; 

[79. (f)] To request the secretariat to prepare a draft management response to the 
comprehensive evaluation for consideration by the Board at its forty-seventh meeting. 

(Decision B.39/57) 
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Introduction 
 
4. In accordance with the above decision, the AF-TERG drafted Terms of Reference (ToR) 
for conducting the rapid evaluation which was reviewed by the Board’s Ethics and Finance 
Committee (EFC) in October 2022 and established the following three objectives of the rapid 
evaluation to: 

1) Develop a framework to organize existing evidence around the Fund’s 
mandate, priorities, core indicators and the Fund’s Evaluation Policy. 

2) Synthesize evidence, lessons and experiences to identify trends and identify 
potential knowledge gaps, in relation to the results (including impact), 
operations and comparative advantage of the Fund. 

3) Provide inputs to the overall evaluation of the Fund which, per Decision B.29/7, 
will conclude in 2026.” 

(Terms of Reference for the Rapid Evaluation) (AFB/EFC 30-31/Inf.1) 
 
5. Based on the ToR and following the current AF-TERG model of implementing evaluations, 
a team was established in February 2023, comprising an AF-TERG member as a focal point 
(Claudio Volonte), a lead consultant (Nils-Sjard Schulz) and a data analyst (Aneesh Kotru). 
 
6. In line with the first objective outlined in the ToR, the team drafted an analytical framework 
spanning three levels (macro, meso and micro) and a timeline for the rapid evaluation, which were 
presented to the EFC in its session on 20 March 2023 (AFB/EFC.31/Inf. 2). EFC comments and 
suggestions from the Adaptation Fund Board secretariat (the ‘secretariat’) were incorporated in 
the final framework and its key questions. 

 
7. The rapid evaluation followed the proposed timeline by designing and implementing an 
evidence gap mapping (March-May 2023), analysing and synthesizing existing evidence (April – 
June 2023), report writing (May – Aug 2023, consulting emerging findings with the AF-TERG and 
secretariat (June – August 2023)1. The rapid evaluation was submitted to the EFC on 24 August 
2024 as document AFB/EFC.32/6. 

 
8. Following the TORs, the rapid evaluation focused on synthesizing existing evidence and 
knowledge from AF-TERG generated evaluations, knowledge products developed by the 
secretariat, and final evaluations prepared by implementing entities for 28 completed projects with 
starting dates between 2011 and 2016. No new primary data and analysis was collected and 
conducted (e.g., no interviews, or review of external evidence). The findings and lessons identified 
from the individual evaluations and studies should not be new to the EFC or Board since they are 
based on information that has been presented to these bodies or are available in the Adaptation 
Fund website. The value of the rapid evaluation is the synthesis of evidence across all of the 
existing documents and the identification of evidence gaps which relate to the limited or lack of 
documentary evidence in existing evaluation and knowledge products. As such, the evidence 
gaps do not necessarily reflect an issue of the Fund’s performance which could only be partially 
assessed given the methodology used and identified gaps. Instead, the findings and the evidence 
gaps are intended to help direct the focus of the Terms of Reference of the overall evaluation of 

 
1 Sessions on emerging findings and different drafts of this rapid evaluation were held with AF-TERG on 14 June and 
14 July 2023, and with the secretariat on 22 June 2023 and 10 August 2023, as well as discussions on the draft with 
the secretariat on 15 August 2023. 
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the Fund.  Therefore, in reading the findings, it is important to emphasize that the study highlights 
evidence gaps, and not performance gaps.   
 
9. A key limitation of the rapid evaluation is that it is based on evaluations and knowledge 
products that assess the Fund from MTS1 and prior. Current developments at the Fund, including 
the recent approval of the MTS2 and the ongoing development of its implementation plan were 
only included in the analysis as context and framework but since no evaluations or knowledge 
products have been conducted on these, they could not be included in the evidence reviewed for 
this exercise. Given the limited evidence at hand and several evidence gaps, the rapid evaluation 
could not comprehensively evaluate the Fund nor to provide actionable recommendations, which 
is expected to take place as part of the overall evaluation, as per decision AFB/B.39/14 stated 
above. 
 
 
Key findings identified on existing evidence and knowledge 

10. Following the three levels established by the analytical framework and in line with the 
second objective of the rapid evaluation, the thorough review of existing evidence and knowledge 
yielded the following key findings: 

11. In relation to the Fund’s goals and niche (macro level): 

According to available evidence, the Fund effectively aligns with national and local climate 
adaptation strategies. There is evidence on successful locally led and based adaptation activities, 
while also highlighting challenges on these approaches such as weak local capacities. Fund 
policies prioritize vulnerable groups but there is limited evidence on intersectional vulnerability 
approaches and specific strategies for fragile countries. The Fund's role is well-defined in MTS1, 
building on MTS1 recommendations. The implementation of MTS1 (completed in December 
2022) showed slow progress on innovation, learning and scalability targets, and limited private 
sector involvement. Both MTSs focus on three strategic pillars with a results-oriented approach. 
MTS2 offers opportunities to enhance action outcomes while accelerating innovation and 
knowledge sharing.  

12. In relation to the Fund’s role in implementing its policies, strategic issues affecting climate 
adaptation, and work at the country levels (meso level): 

The evidence indicates that the Fund effectively implemented ESP and GP Policies, 
enhancing coherence and project quality. Their integration concerning equity and gender remains 
limited in result frameworks and monitoring tools. In the MTS2, the Fund recognized systemic 
challenges such as seven cross-cutting themes. Beyond project proposal review criteria, there is 
limited documentary evidence on the degree to which the Fund has operationalized 
comprehensive approaches for country ownership, adaptation effectiveness, and local capacity-
building. The Fund aligns with national strategies and policies through direct access facilitated by 
the Fund’s support to NIEs as part of the readiness programme and accreditation.  

13. With regards to climate adaptation projects supported and completed by the Fund 
(reviewed by the rapid evaluation and considered at the micro level): 

Projects that have been completed and assessed through final evaluations consistently 
demonstrate the high relevance and alignment of AF-supported initiatives. These evaluations 
offer varying levels of evidence regarding effectiveness, efficiency, impact, and adaptive 
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management, both in terms of quality and quantity. However, it is worth noting that final 
evaluations often overlook the systematic discussion of equity considerations, scalability, and 
long-term sustainability in the context of climate change adaptation. Additionally, the majority of 
evidence from these final evaluations pertains to projects that were conceived and approved 
during the Fund's early stage preceding the first MTS period. 

 
Inputs from the rapid evaluation into the future overall evaluation of the Adaptation Fund 
 
 
14. Looking ahead to the next overall evaluation, a series of lessons emerged from the rapid 
evaluation process that could be considered as inputs for determining the scope and format of 
the comprehensive future exercise. These inputs include the following: 

Input 1: Increase the evaluation evidence pool by conducting (through a prioritization 
process) evaluations and research/knowledge products. 

Input 2: Country and IEs’ perspectives are largely lacking in the existing evidence, 
particularly in relation to Fund’s strategies and modalities. Consequently, more efforts are 
needed to involve country representatives in the evaluation process. 

Input 3: The overall evaluation should include a study covering relevant evaluative 
evidence from climate funds that already collaborate with the Fund (e.g, GCF, GEF, CIF) 
and UN and multilateral financial institutions that have implemented a large portion of the 
Fund portfolio. 

Input 4: The ongoing work on the next synthesis report of FEs should retake the quality 
assessment of these reports whose results could feed in the overall evaluation. 

Input 5: The framework of the overall evaluation needs to adequately reflect the critical 
linkages between evaluation criteria from the Evaluation Fund and the cross-cutting 
criteria of the MTSII, which might also be considered in light of the most vital aspects of 
the Fund’s niche and comparative advantage. 

Input 6: To enhance clarity and effectiveness, a conventional evaluation design based on 
predefined criteria is recommended for the overall evaluation, as opposed to the rapid 
evaluation’s focus on issues only. 

 
Recommendation 
 
The EFC may want to consider the information contained in document AFB/EFC.32/6/Rev.1 and 

(a) Provide the AF-TERG with guidance on the focus the overall performance of the 
Fund and the balance (macro, meso or micro, or a combination of levels) informed 
by findings and evidence gaps identified, the current implementation of the MTS II 
and current and future discussions on the urgency to adapt to climate change; and 

(b) Recommend that the Board take note of the rapid evaluation key findings, gaps 
identified in the existing Fund evidence and knowledge products and lessons that 
should be considered when developing the TORs of the overall evaluation of the 
fund to be prepared according to decision B.39/57. 
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1. Executive summary 

Since its opera�onal launch in 2007, the Adapta�on Fund (AF, 
or the Fund) has supported country-driven ini�a�ves, fostered 
innova�on, and facilitated global learning for effec�ve 
adapta�on ac�ons and strategies. As per the Fund’s most 
recent Annual Performance Report (AF, 2023a), by June 2022, 
its total por�olio comprised 132 completed, ongoing and 
ready to be launched projects in 101 countries with a total 
investment of more than 1 billion United States Dollars (USD)., 
These opera�ons are expected to benefit more than 10 million 
people directly. The Fund is a pioneer of developing countries’ 
direct access modality to climate finance and a strong driver 
of concrete support to vulnerable communi�es in their efforts to adapt and build resilience to the nega�ve 
effects of climate change – an endeavor that has become vital and urgent in face of the accelera�ng climate 
crisis. 

In this cri�cal context, the Adapta�on Fund Board (the Board) asked the Technical Evalua�on Reference 
Group of the Adapta�on Fund (AF-TERG) to conduct a rapid evalua�on as part of a phased approach to a 
comprehensive, overall evalua�on of the Fund expected between 2024 and 2026.1 Designed in close 
consulta�on with the Board and the Adapta�on Fund secretariat (the secretariat), the rapid evalua�on 
had three objec�ves: 

• Objec�ve 1: develop a framework to organize exis�ng evidence around the Fund and from internal 
sources from the Fund 

• Objec�ve 2: synthesize evidence, lessons, and experiences to iden�fy trends and knowledge 
gaps related to the Fund and its opera�ons 

• Objec�ve 3: provide inputs to the overall evalua�on of the Fund 

In other words, the rapid evalua�on provides both a snapshot of exis�ng evidence and a preparatory step 
towards the overall evalua�on. 

Importantly, the evalua�on focuses primarily on synthesizing exis�ng evidence and enabling learning 
around a dynamic and ambi�ous climate fund with mul�ple facets. It thus cons�tutes an input to ongoing 
discussions and decisions on the future overall evalua�on and other evalua�ve efforts from the AF-TERG. 
Given dis�nct methodological limita�ons inherent to a rapid evalua�on – which does not produce new 
data or analysis but rather synthesizes exis�ng evidence – this report is not designed to enable 
accountability, assess the Fund’s performance, provide ac�onable recommenda�ons, or 
comprehensively evaluate the Fund. That said, the rapid evalua�on reflects a �mely exercise which 
interrelates with the ongoing implementa�on of the second Medium-Term Strategy of the Fund (MTS-II, 
2023-2027), as well as numerous recent and ongoing evalua�ve and analy�cal efforts by the AF-TERG and 
the secretariat, respec�vely. 

The rapid evalua�on was conducted between February and August 2023. It followed the ini�ally planned 
sequence of steps outlined in the Terms of Reference (ToR), while adjus�ng to methodological challenges 

 
1 Decision B.29/7 

This rapid evaluation synthesizes 
existing evidence and constitutes an 
input to ongoing discussions and 
decisions on the future overall 
evaluation of the Fund. It is not 
designed to enable accountability, 
assess the Fund´s performance, 
provide actionable recommendations 
or comprehensively evaluate the Fund. 
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emerging in each step. In line with its three objec�ves, the rapid evalua�on produced the results described 
below. 

 

1.1. Objective 1: Analytical framework for the rapid evaluation 

Guided by a series of priority topics outlined in the ToR and based on 16 criteria iden�fied for this exercise, 
this report is structured around an analy�cal framework covering three levels of macro, meso and micro 
(for more detail, see chapter 3): the Fund's overall performance and goals (macro), lessons learned 
concerning Fund policies, sectors, systemic issues, and country priori�es (meso), and evidence from 
projects and ac�vi�es funded by the Fund (micro) (Figure 1): 

Figure 1: Analytical framework of the rapid evaluation (main levels): 

 
 

Addressing guiding ques�ons for each of these levels, the rapid evalua�on is exclusively based on the in-
depth review of exis�ng documenta�on from the Fund, its secretariat and the AF-TERG. This review has 
been complemented with peer review and feedback loops with the secretariat2 and the AF-TERG. The 
guiding ques�ons were also presented, discussed and agreed with the Fund’s Ethics and Finance 
Commitee (EFC) at its March 2023 mee�ng. 

 

 

1.2. Objective 2: Key findings from synthesis of existing evidence and 
knowledge and gaps 

1.2.1. Findings for the macro level 

Finding 1.1 

The Fund is responsive to country needs, aligning with na�onal and local policies and strategies relevant 
to climate change adapta�on (CCA) and involving local players. Funding through Na�onal Implemen�ng 
En��es (NIEs) remains limited. Locally-led adapta�on (LLA) appears to be effec�ve in opera�onal prac�ce 
but also faces inherent challenges due to weak capaci�es of local players. 

Finding 1.2 

Fund policies (Environmental and Social Policy [ESP] and Gender Policy [GP]) have systema�cally addressed 
the most vulnerable and have enabled higher quality project proposals. The Fund has not yet implemented 

 
2 On 15 March, 22 June and 10 August 2023, as well as a dra� review round concluded on 15 August 2023 
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an intersec�onal approach to vulnerability and has yet to systema�cally and strategically address the 
dis�nct requirements of fragile and conflict-affected countries. 

Finding 1.3 

The Fund's niche is well-defined in MTS-II (2023-2027) and followed many of the recommenda�ons from 
the MTR of the MTS-I. Ahead of MTS-II, the comple�on of the MTS-I (2018-2022) implementa�on plan 
showed slow progress in innova�on and learning pillars, scalability constraints, and limited private sector 
involvement. 

Finding 1.4 

Both MTS enable por�olio evolu�on around three strategic pillars with a results focus. Furthermore, the 
MTS II and its implementa�on plan (launched in January 2023) provides opportuni�es to deepen key 
outcomes in Ac�on (Strategic Pillar 1, SP1) while accelera�ng progress in Innova�on (SP2) and Learning & 
Sharing (SP3). 

 

1.2.2. Findings for the meso level 

Finding 2.1 

The Fund has implemented the ESP and GP Policies effec�vely, contribu�ng to 
coherence and quality. The integra�on of equity (empowerment of vulnerable 
groups and distribu�on of benefits among them) and gender considera�ons has been limited in the results 
framework and monitoring tools. 

Finding 2.2 

Through the MTS-II, the Fund has improved its understanding of systemic challenges influencing its 
performance and impact. For example, it has iden�fied seven cross-cu�ng themes. A comprehensive 
approach to ownership, adapta�on effec�veness, and capacity-building for local players has not been 
opera�onalized, for example, through guidelines. 

Finding 2.3 

The Fund's work aligns with na�onal strategies and policies through direct access and selec�on of topics 
for support for ac�ons. 

Finding 2.4 

The Fund’s underlying logic is not fully ar�culated in the MTS-II Theory of Change. It remains unclear how 
different processes and modali�es, including funding windows, contribute to the Strategic Pillars. 

 

1.2.3. Findings for the micro level 

Finding 3.1 

Projects completed and reviewed by final evalua�ons show strong relevance and 
coherence of projects supported by the AF. The documents provides evidence on 
criteria related to effec�veness, efficiency, impact, and adap�ve management in 
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varied quality and quan�ty. Furthermore, the final evalua�ons do not systema�cally discuss the 
implica�on equity considera�ons, scalability and sustainability for CCA. Most of the evidence from final 
evalua�ons (FEs) reflects on projects that were designed and approved at the beginning of the Fund’s 
opera�ons and ahead of both MTS cycles. 

 

 

1.2.4. Evidence gaps: Topics with insufficient evidence from reviewed documents 

The documents reviewed by the team did not provide sufficient evidence on the following topics (these 
topics are a selec�on of larger lists included in the full report, see lists at the end of each chapter). The 
gaps are iden�fied to support the development of future evalua�ons and knowledge products, for 
example. They do not represent gaps in the Fund strategies, policies nor opera�ons as such. 

 

Country ownership: comparison of opera�ons supported through the different types of 
implemen�ng en��es (IEs). 
Synergies and coordina�on with other climate funds. 
Local players’ capaci�es as a poten�al barrier for locally-based and locally-led climate 
change adapta�on. 
Assessment of vulnerability for different target groups and the interrela�ons between 
them. 
Assessment of the cost effec�veness and �meliness of the Fund, its por�olio and 
modali�es, and the adequacy in the use of scarce financial resources and exper�se  
 

 

Compliance with ESP and GP, including learning from it and as a way to assess policy 
quality and impact. 
Contribu�on of the Fund´s opera�ons to adapta�on effec�veness at the country level. 
The relevance of funding windows to country priori�es. 
The costs of accredita�on from a point of view to efficiency. 
 

 

Synergies and tensions between na�onal and local processes. 
Metrics for project-level impact. 
Intersec�onal approaches to equity and vulnerability in projects design and 
implementa�on. 
Basic ingredients for scalability. 
The role of local players in impact and sustainability  
 

 

 

1.3. Objective 3: Inputs to be considered for the overall evaluation 

Looking ahead to the next overall evalua�on, a series of lessons emerged from the rapid evalua�on 
process that could be considered as inputs for determining the scope and format of the comprehensive 
future exercise. These inputs include the following: 

Input 1: Increase the evalua�on evidence pool by conduc�ng (through a priori�za�on process) 
evalua�ons and research/knowledge products. 
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Input 2: Country and IEs’ perspec�ves are largely lacking in the exis�ng evidence, par�cularly in 
rela�on to Fund’s strategies and modali�es. Consequently, more efforts are needed to involve 
country representa�ves in the evalua�on process. 

Input 3: The overall evalua�on should include a study covering relevant evalua�ve evidence from 
climate funds that already collaborate with the Fund (e.g, GCF, GEF, CIF) and UN and mul�lateral 
financial ins�tu�ons that have implemented a large por�on of the Fund por�olio. 

Input 4: The ongoing work on the next synthesis report of FEs should retake the quality assessment 
of these reports whose results could feed in the overall evalua�on. 

Input 5: The framework of the overall evalua�on needs to adequately reflect the cri�cal linkages 
between evalua�on criteria from the Evalua�on Fund and the cross-cu�ng criteria of the MTSII, 
which might also be considered in light of the most vital aspects of the Fund’s niche and 
compara�ve advantage. 

Input 6: To enhance clarity and effec�veness, a conven�onal evalua�on design based on 
predefined criteria is recommended for the overall evalua�on, as opposed to the rapid 
evalua�on’s focus on issues only. 
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2. Objectives 

In line with the ToR, this rapid evalua�on pursues the following main objec�ves: 

1. “Develop a framework to organize exis�ng evidence around the Fund’s mandate, priori�es, core 
indicators and the Fund’s Evalua�on Policy. 

2. Synthesize evidence, lessons and experiences to iden�fy trends and iden�fy poten�al knowledge 
gaps, in rela�on to the results (including impact), opera�ons and compara�ve advantage of the 
Fund. 

3. Provide inputs to the overall evalua�on of the Fund which, per Decision B.29/7, will conclude in 
2026.” 

During the synthesis and dra�ing stages, it became evident that the rapid evalua�on offers addi�onal 
opportuni�es to add value to various Fund-related processes. For example, it might inform ongoing AF-
TERG work on the upcoming synthesis report on Fes. It could also contribute to the development of the 
AF-TERG work program, including the future mid-term review of MTS-II. In addi�on, it could support the 
Fund's par�cipa�on in global dialogues on the evalua�on of climate adapta�on. 
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3. Methodology 

3.1. Sequence of methodological steps taken 

The rapid evalua�on took the following sequence of steps: 

Figure 2: Timeline of the rapid evaluation (all dates referring to calendar year 2023) 

 
 

1) Prepara�on for the rapid evalua�on (October 2022 – March 2023). The rapid evalua�on was requested 
by the Board’s EFC which also reviewed the ToR based for selec�ng a consultant. Following the AF-TERG 
model of implemen�ng evalua�ons, a team was established. It comprised an AF-TERG member as a focal 
point (Claudio Volonte), a lead consultant (Nils-Sjard Schulz) and a data analyst (Aneesh Kotru).  

 
2) Iden�fica�on of the evidence base (February 2023): In coordina�on with the secretariat, the team 
iden�fied 28 FEs of Fund-supported projects along with five AF-TERG evalua�ons and studies, and 14 
knowledge products and eight por�olio monitoring missions (PPM) conducted by the secretariat. A series 
of opera�onal documenta�on was included such as the MTS-I and II (for a full list of literature, see annex 
3). It considered only documents available up to the end of June 2023, given the �meline of the rapid 
evalua�on, and was thus not able to include evalua�ve efforts and other analy�cal work which was 
ongoing at the �me of wri�ng (which include a series of pending knowledge products of the secretariat 
and two thema�c evalua�ons being conducted by the AF-TERG) 
 
3) Design of the analy�cal framework (February – March 2023): Based on the eight ini�al topics outlined 
in the ToR, the analy�cal framework was structured around three main levels of analysis: macro, meso, 
and micro. These levels are congruent with the core strategic and opera�onal dimensions of the Fund and 
its Evalua�on Policy. The ini�al topics were formulated as guiding ques�ons and grouped in the three levels 
of analysis, which was then discussed at the EFC mee�ng in March 2023. EFC comments were incorporated 
in the following framework and key ques�ons (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3: Analytical framework with guiding questions for the rapid evaluation 

 
 

Furthermore, during this step, criteria were carefully chosen and defined for the assessment process. 
These criteria included the nine proposed by the Fund's Evalua�on Policy and seven addi�onal issues 
emerging from the cross-cu�ng themes iden�fied in the MTS-II (see Figure 4). To ensure clarity, a glossary 
of criteria was provided for this rapid evalua�on (see annex 1): 
 

Figure 4: Evaluation criteria and key issues used to synthesize existing evidence 

 
 

 
4) Design and implementa�on of an evidence gap mapping (March – May 2023): One innova�ve feature 
of this rapid evalua�on is an evidence gap mapping (EGM) matrix (see annex 2). This matrix was developed 
and used to assess the quan�ty of data available in the 28 FEs based on the 16 outlined criteria. The EGM 
allows readers to quickly iden�fy the availability of FE evidence for the criteria in different sectors. For 
instance, there is ample evidence on criteria like relevance, effec�veness, and sustainability in sectors such 
as agriculture, rural development, and water management. However, evidence is more limited for topics 
like equity, scalability, or the role of the private sector in disaster risk reduc�on, ecosystem-based 
adapta�on, and forest sectors. The EGM did not evaluate the quality of evidence due to resource and �me 
constraints; it focused solely on the extent to which FE addressed the men�oned criteria in dis�nct sectors. 
Addi�onally, the evidence may reflect the types of projects (e.g. sectors) approved by the Fund a decade 
ago. It may not include evidence that was not covered in the reviewed FE. 
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5) Analysis and synthesis of evidence (April – June 2023): This step included an in-depth desk review of 
the strategic and aggregated Fund documenta�on (such as the AF-TERG and Board publica�ons) and the 
project-specific FEs. Despite covering a rela�vely limited set of documents, the analysis enabled 
triangulariza�on of key content related to the guiding ques�ons from different angles. For instance, 
innova�on was addressed in thema�c evalua�ons, in the mid-term review of the Fund’s first strategy, and 
in the secretariat’s knowledge products (KP). The Fund’s commitment to gender and vulnerable groups 
could be reviewed in FEs, PMM reports, and KP. 

 
6) Report wri�ng (May – Aug 2023): Evidence synthesized in the previous step was used to answer the 
guiding ques�ons at each of the three levels of the analy�cal framework. In addressing each guiding 
ques�on, a restricted subset of elements was chosen from the 16 criteria of the analy�cal framework 
outlined above. These selected elements formed the basis for presen�ng the relevant content. To ensure 
transparency, the report clearly iden�fies the respec�ve sources behind each of the key findings. 
 
7) Consulta�ons with the AF-TERG and secretariat (June – August 2023): Different dra�s of this rapid 
evalua�on were discussed and reviewed within the AF-TERG and with the secretariat. This enabled further 
exchanges and learning, while assuring quality of the report by incorpora�ng respec�ve comments in the 
final report. 
 
8) Valida�on and presenta�on to EFC/Board (August – October 2023):3 The final report was sent to the 
Board, according to the Board decision, for its considera�on. At the same �me, the secretariat received 
the final report and began preparing a management response. The secretariat consulted with the AF-TERG 
team in finalizing the management response. The rapid evalua�on and the management response were 
uploaded to the EFC and Board October 2023 mee�ngs. They will be discussed during these mee�ngs. The 
secretariat will incorporate comments to the final management response from the EFC mee�ng. 
 
 

3.2. Methodological challenges of the rapid evaluation 

The rapid evalua�on encountered the following main methodological challenges: 

- Complexity of topics: The report addresses mul�ple facets and dimensions of a highly dynamic, 
ambi�ous Fund. This entails – in line with the objec�ves of this exercise – a high density and 
complexity of content reflected in the report. The team thus tried to offer readers a short but 
sufficiently substan�al execu�ve summary and provide summary answers to each of the guiding 
ques�ons. The findings are framed within the agreed ques�ons and topics. 

- Quan�ty-based mapping of final evalua�ons: The ini�al plan to appraise the quality of FEs proved 
highly complex, par�cularly in defining varying levels of quality and given limited �me and 
resources. For example, the constraints did not allow se�ng up peer review processes, which are 
considered good prac�ce. This report thus opts for a quan�ty-based mapping approach and 
assessment of the quality of individual evidence. It does not judge the en�re FEs, which was 

 
3 Ongoing at the �me of wri�ng. 
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beyond the rapid evalua�on’s ToR. Furthermore, it touches upon quality aspects of FEs by 
incorpora�ng quota�ons that analyse how Fund projects align with criteria used for this exercise. 

- First genera�on projects: The review of FEs appraised projects that began between 2011 and 
2016. These projects therefore predate the current strategic approaches (both MTSs) and 
opera�onal benchmarks most of which emerged a�er 2018, except for the 2016 ESP. The 
implementa�on of these projects was required to follow the original 2012 Evalua�on Framework. 
However, it did not have to follow key aspects highlighted by more recent norma�ve guidance, 
such as the current Evalua�on Policy, or the strategic framework outlined in the current MTS-II. 
That said, the rapid evalua�on captured evidence and lessons relevant to the current frameworks 
and approaches followed at the Fund.  

- Synthesis only: The rapid evalua�on was not mandated to produce new evidence or to include 
external sources. This approach limits certain areas of analysis, such as in rela�on to external and 
country or IE perspec�ves on the Fund’s performance. The report's focus is to inform the overall 
evalua�on rather than to serve as a founda�on for in-depth learning or accountability. The report 
thus abstains from drawing specific conclusions or recommenda�ons for the Fund and 
concentrates on lessons learned for the overall evalua�on. 
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4. Macro: Findings related to the Fund’s goals and performance 

4.1. To what extent has the Fund been impactful, supportive, and responsive to country 
needs? 

 

4.1.1. In a nutshell, what are the main findings? 

The Fund is responsive to country needs by suppor�ng and accredi�ng na�onal ins�tu�ons through 
increasingly dynamic processes, aligning to na�onal and local policies, involving local players, and ensuring 
coherence with other funds. At the same �me, the propor�on of funding approved through NIEs – a key 
measurement of responsiveness to country needs, country drivenness, and ownership – remains limited 
compared to funding through Mul�lateral Implemen�ng En��es (MIEs). In addi�on, the approach to 
locally led adapta�on seems to be effec�ve in opera�onal prac�ce but also faces challenges in light of 
weak capaci�es of local players. Furthermore, the results of readiness work are not sufficiently 
systema�zed to support this capacity. 

 

4.1.2. Why are we asking this question? 

At the macro level, the main context of this ques�on is the key Fund’s mission “to assist developing country 
Par�es that are par�cularly vulnerable to the adverse effects of climate change.” The lens on country needs 
and the Fund’s responsiveness to these is enshrined in all higher-level goals of the Fund. It is also reflected 
at all relevant levels, from the composi�on of its Board to the opportuni�es for na�onal en��es to directly 
access adapta�on finance and opera�onal provisions to ensure country ownership. Against this 
background, the rapid evalua�on intends to shed further light on exis�ng evidence and lessons learned in 
the prac�ce of the Fund and the projects it finances. 

 

4.1.3. What elements do we look at to answer this question? 

The next pages will explore the extent to which the Fund has been impac�ul, suppor�ve, and responsive 
according to the Fund’s relevance. It will examine these issues in several ways. First, it will look in terms of 
direct access, which is reflected in the degree to which the Fund facili�es direct access NIEs. Second, it will 
look at alignment of the opera�onal por�olio to na�onal policies, coherence (degree to which Fund 
projects are – or are expected to be – coordinated with other efforts); locally led adapta�on (degree to 
which local actors are empowered through Fund projects); and readiness and accredita�on (degree to 
which NIE capaci�es are supported to ensure responsiveness and access).  

In addi�on, broader aspects relate to the overall approach and opera�onaliza�on of country ownership as 
an overarching principle for effec�ve climate ac�on. 

 

4.1.4. What is the evidence telling us to answer this question? 

Relevance in terms of direct access: Direct access and the role of NIEs are rela�vely well documented. 
This is especially the case for the knowledge products related to readiness and re-accredita�on that stress 
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the pivotal role of the Fund in enabling access of climate finance to na�onal en��es. At the opera�onal 
level, ini�al prac�cal experiences are available of how direct access supports country-driven processes 
while addressing the needs of the most vulnerable communi�es at the local level (AF-KP, 2019b).  

The Fund has further innovated direct access modali�es and funding windows with a focus on vulnerable 
communi�es (AF-TERG, 2021a), through, for instance, the streamlined accredita�on process for smaller 
NIEs (SNIEs), launched in 2014. Thanks to coordina�on with the Green Climate Fund (GCF), this 
streamlined path has enabled accredited SNIEs to access addi�onal sources of climate finance (AF-KP, 
2022c).  

In 2019, the Board also approved a funding window for Enhanced Direct Access (EDA). The EDA delegates 
to NIEs the processing and approval of loans and grants for subprojects executed by smaller, o�en local 
organiza�ons (AF-KP, 2020b). Further dimensions of direct access are reflected in the more recent 
innova�on windows. These include the Innova�on Aggregator programme implemented in collabora�on 
with the United Na�ons Environment Programme (UNEP) and the United Na�ons Development 
Programme (UNDP), which facilitate direct access to local communi�es and vulnerable groups, among 
others (AF-KP, 2020b; AF-TERG, 2022b).  

While benefits of these direct access modali�es are stressed throughout, only a few eligible countries have 
an accredited NIE at the Fund (AF-KP, 2020a). Indeed,  only 34 of 141 eligible countries (less than 25 per 
cent) have an accredited en�ty at the Fund. In addi�on, the accredita�on of an NIE does not necessarily 
translate into actually accessing the Fund. NIEs cons�tute 60 per cent of all accredited IEs (34 of 57 total). 
However, according to recent Fund data, NIEs only managed or are managing implementa�on of 29 per 
cent of the 132 Fund projects approved by June 2022. Meanwhile, MIEs cons�tute 25 per cent of all IEs 
and manage 60 per cent of the projects. Regional Implemen�ng En��es (RIEs) implement the rest 
(UNFCCC, 2022; AF, 2023). 

Relevance in terms of the opera�onal por�olio: The alignment of Fund projects to na�onal priori�es and 
policies has not yet been systema�cally assessed in Fund-level studies and analyses. The proposal review 
process requires that problems and solu�ons to be supported by the Fund’s grants are aligned with 
na�onal policies and priori�es. The review of proposals focuses on influencing na�onal policies and 
programmes by, for instance, strengthening local players (AF-KP, 2020b), specifically youth (AF-KP, 2022d); 
ensuring the role of women is enhanced in the na�onal climate agenda (AF-KP, 2020c); or contribu�ng to 
a beter na�onal enabling environment for innova�on (AF-TERG, 2022b).  

Project-level prac�ce from the FEs shows that several interven�ons are closely embedded in na�onal and 
o�en subna�onal policies and ins�tu�onal priori�es for both climate ac�on and sustainable development 
(FE11, 2020; FE13, 2018; FE18, 2018; FE19, 2017). This includes the Na�onal Adapta�on Programme of 
Ac�on in Eritrea (FE26, 2019), the Na�onal Climate Change Adapta�on Strategy in Ghana (FE2, 2021), 
Na�onal Strategy for Climate Change in Argen�na (FE7, 2019), and local Green Development Plans in 
Mongolia (FE21, 2017). On the other hand, the direct access modali�es are inherently using na�onal 
systems (i.e. ins�tu�onal systems of NIEs) that are revised and, where appropriate, strengthened within 
accredita�on and re-accredita�on processes (AF-KP, 2019a; AF-KP, 2019b; AF-KP, 2020a; AF-KP, 2022g). 

Coherence: Complementarity, coherence, and coordina�on with other climate funds (“climate finance 
delivery channels”) is one of the cross-cu�ng themes of Fund work (AF, 2022b). Examples include 
collabora�on between the Fund and the GCF in the areas of readiness (shared workshops; AF-KP, 2020a), 
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re-accredita�on (fast-track process shared with GCF (AF-KP, 2022g) and scaling-up (shared AF-GCF 
approach; AF-KP 2022b), as well as joint dialogues with other climate funds (AF-TERG, 2021a; AF, 2022d).  

Benefits of Fund-GCF collabora�on are tangible par�cularly for NIE access to addi�onal climate finance 
sources (AF-KP, 2022c) and to scale up projects through other en��es and funds (AF-KP, 2022b states 18 
projects). In transboundary adapta�on projects, coordina�on among interna�onal climate funds and 
mul�lateral donors has been iden�fied as a possible response to increased complexity of interven�ons, as 
well as opportuni�es for greater impact (AF-KP, 2022f). In prac�ce, as per FEs, several Fund projects have 
collaborated with en��es such as the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) (FE3, 2019), Japan 
Interna�onal Coopera�on Agency (JICA) (FE12, 2020), World Bank (FE13, 2018), German Agency for 
Development Coopera�on (GIZ) (FE16, 2017) and UNDP/SREP (FE22, 2016), among others. This has led to 
in-field complementarity, replica�on, scale-up, and good prac�ces. 

Locally led adapta�on: The role of local players is an essen�al part of Fund studies and reflec�ons, 
par�cularly at the crossroads of local adapta�on and empowerment of vulnerable groups (for 
vulnerability, see more details in sec�on 4.2). Indeed, LLA has become a strong piece of the learning and 
sharing work of the Fund (AF-TERG, 2021a; see synthesis in sec�on 4.4), as one of the cross-cu�ng issues 
emphasized in the MTS-II (AF, 2022b). Specifically, the LLA study (AF-KP, 2020b) provides a detailed 
overview of the effec�ve ways LLA has been integrated into Fund policies (AF, 2016a; AF, 2021a), strategies 
(MTS-I, MTS-II), access modali�es (EDA, innova�on aggregators).  

The study concludes that the Fund has substan�ally advanced in “priori�ze[ing] local voices and 
deliver[ing] local-level benefits”. At the same �me, it has stressed the need to strengthen local capaci�es 
for planning, implemen�ng, and accoun�ng for adapta�on finance, while building adap�ve capacity and 
resilience. Fund KP on youth (AF-KP, 2022d), gender (AF-KP, 2020c), and SNIEs (AF-KP, 2022c) highlight the 
considerable poten�al of LLA in empowering vulnerable groups to become ac�ve players in adapta�on 
efforts. However, they also delve into the capacity gaps that con�nue to hinder LLA's full poten�al and 
invite the Fund to address these capacity gaps in a more systema�c manner. 

FEs reviewed for this rapid evalua�on iden�fy a series of op�ons to tackle capacity gaps. These include 
ensuring detailed knowledge of the project’s objec�ves and ac�vi�es among local organiza�ons and 
communi�es (FE1, 2020; FE9, 2019; FE28, 2015); fostering contribu�on of local players’ knowledge to the 
project’s success (FE6, 2019; FE23, 2015, FE26, 2019); empowering local groups as adapta�on players and 
contribu�ng to the consolida�on of local social capital (FE16, 2017; FE18, 2018; FE23, 2015; FE25, 2016; 
FE26, 2019); ensuring tac�cal interlinkages between local and na�onal decision makers (FE19, 2017) and 
their responsibili�es in longer-term sustainability (FE2, 2021; FE10, 2019; FE12, 2020; FE21, 2017), some 
of which have also been explored by AF-KP (2019b).  

According to some FEs, projects have met substan�al limita�ons to LLA due to lack of local governments 
and organiza�ons or their weak capaci�es (FE15, 2019); lack of interest in coordina�ng and mistrust 
among local players and central government ins�tu�ons (FE7, 2019; FE11, 2020; FE20, 2016); and lack of 
willingness and capacity to ensure con�nuity and sustainability of projects’ results (FE13, 2018). Prac�cal 
experience from Fund projects thus shows that capacity building and governance aspects are key to 
effec�ve and sustainable LLA However, key gaps and pathways to address these have not yet been 
systema�cally analysed. 
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Readiness & accredita�on: Support to NIE capaci�es is well documented and described in respec�ve KP 
(AF-KP, 2020a; AF-KP, 2020c; AF-KP, 2022c; AF-KP, 2022g). These look into the Readiness Programme 
launched in 2014 and ins�tu�onalized in 2016 which offers grant and non-grant programmes and 
components. In prac�ce, support takes place with rela�vely minor grants (less than USD 50k), with total 
amounts and total number of grants decreasing in past years (AF-KP, 2020a).  

Readiness involves capaci�es to meet environmental and social safeguards and gender considera�ons as 
per respec�ve policies, ac�on plans, and guidance documents (AF-KP, 2020c). The close rela�onship 
between candidate and accredited NIE and the secretariat is described as a success factor for increasing 
capaci�es (AF-KP, 2020a). However, challenges remain in rela�on to insufficient human resource capacity 
at the secretariat to manage partnerships with NIEs on a daily basis, the limited engagement of the Fund 
in fragile contexts (AF-KP, 2020a) and weak capaci�es of NIEs to leverage LLA in a systema�c way (AF-KP, 
2020b). 

South-South coopera�on grants for readiness (now replaced by scale-up grants, as per AF-TERG [2021a]), 
enjoy a high demand. However, actual exchanges are limited due to few available NIEs able and willing to 
share experience (AF-KP, 2020a). Mutual learning among NIEs is also supported through the Community 
of Prac�ce for Direct Access En��es, which gathers accredited NIEs of the Fund and accredited Direct 
Access En��es of the GCF (UNFCCC, 2022).  

Streamlined accredita�on led to improved ins�tu�onal capaci�es of the SNIEs during and a�er the 
accredita�on process (AF-KP, 2022c). Re-accredita�on is seen as an opportunity to deepen NIE ins�tu�onal 
capaci�es, upgrade systems, and iden�fy further gaps as part of a “con�nuous improvement model”, 
par�cularly in rela�on to the implementa�on of the ESP (ESP; AF, 2016a) and GP (GP; AF, 2021a). That 
said, only 27 per cent of IEs indicated the re-accredita�on process contributed somewhat highly or highly 
to an increase in ins�tu�onal capacity, given that most of these are already well advanced in their 
capaci�es and systems (AF-KP, 2022g). Project-level evidence on readiness of NIEs specifically is limited as 
only four of the 28 FE assessed NIE-led projects (FE5, 2018; FE6, 2019; FE14, 2021; FE28, 2015).4  

 

4.1.5. What is missing in the available evidence and analysis? 

Relevance: 

- review of whether and how country ownership is being ensured in non-NIE projects and the 
experiences learned so far in the ways that MIEs and RIEs “compensate” for the country not using 
direct access 

- mapping of Fund experiences in using respec�ve safeguards for country ownership in MIE and RIE 
projects, progress made, and limita�ons 

- analysis of conceptual clarity on country ownership and its different layers (na�onal versus local, 
etc.), criteria being used to clarify aspects of country ownership that are relevant to the Fund 

- assessment of how Fund projects align and support na�onal and local policies and agendas for 
adapta�on and broader sustainable development 

- examina�on of interlinkages, mutual strengthening, and possible tensions between na�onal and 
local policies 

 
4 In Rwanda, Argen�na, Uruguay, and Senegal. 
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Coherence: 

- review of synergies created by Fund projects to support climate and development policies in an 
integrated manner  

- review of experiences, benefits/results and specific ways forward in coordina�on with other 
funds, par�cularly GCF, poten�ally Global Environment Facility (GEF), par�cularly from country 
perspec�ve (e.g. coordinated support to country ownership, etc.) 

Locally led adapta�on: 

- review of experiences of how to address capacity gaps for local players for climate finance, 
par�cularly those players/organiza�ons working closest with vulnerable groups 

- systema�c review of how funding windows and other support op�ons have been adjusted to local 
needs 

- examina�on of conceptual clarity and experience in how LLA and vulnerability intersect with each 
other, and how this can be addressed effec�vely through Fund projects 

- mapping of experience and mechanisms to foster collabora�on and address tensions between NIE 
and local players  

Accredita�on & readiness: 

- review of country perspec�ves and experiences with accredita�on (readiness) 
- review of areas of readiness that might require further aten�on, for instance in terms of LLA and 

vulnerability (readiness) 
- consistent, data-based, i.e. structured assessment of progress and lessons learned with the 

Readiness Programme, in line with results framework (readiness) 
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4.2. Have the Fund resources reached the needs of the most vulnerable faster and more 
impactfully? How have the Fund governance, policies, strategies, and processes 
contributed to this? 

 

4.2.1. In a nutshell, what are the main findings? 

The most vulnerable are systema�cally addressed and included in Fund policies (2016 ESP, as well as GP 
2021). This, in turn, has enabled a higher quality of project proposals. In recent years, the Fund has 
increased its ambi�on in engaging vulnerable people with an increased focus on empowerment and 
aten�on to intersec�onal vulnerabili�es, par�cularly around gender equality. The Fund has yet to ensure 
an intersec�onal approach to vulnerability as such and to different vulnerable groups with dis�nct 
characteris�c. The specific needs of fragile and conflict-affected countries and areas as hosts of the most 
vulnerable people are not yet systema�cally and strategically addressed. 

 

4.2.2. Why are we asking this question? 

Addressing vulnerability is at the heart of the Fund, which is mandated “to assist developing country 
Par�es that are par�cularly vulnerable to the adverse impacts of climate change.” Vulnerable countries, 
which are represented in the Fund’s governance (its Board), benefit from support to ins�tu�onal 
strengthening for accredita�on, and are eligible for direct access to the Fund through increasingly flexible 
paths (streamlined accredita�on). In addi�on, the considera�on of vulnerable communi�es and groups is 
mandatory for Fund opera�ons through two policies (ESP and GP). This is further backed by respec�ve 
safeguards in the project cycle, including related criteria for the eligibility and approval of proposals. Based 
on progress in response to the most vulnerable, the Fund can further learn from exis�ng lessons of its 
work with vulnerable countries, communi�es, and groups. 

 

4.2.3. What elements do we look at to answer this question? 

We examine the extent to which the Fund and its projects are suppor�ng and having a posi�ve impact on 
the most vulnerable groups. These relate to criteria such as equity (reflected in the degree to which, and 
ways in which, vulnerable groups are supported), human and ecological sustainability and security (degree 
to which the Fund supports adapta�on in fragile and conflicted-affected contexts), as well as gender 
equality (degree to which the needs and opportuni�es of women and girls are addressed). 

More broadly, this also refers to the overall approach and opera�onaliza�on of vulnerability as a key 
element of the objec�ves of the Fund. 

 

4.2.4. What is the evidence telling us to answer this question? 

Equity: Overall, the Fund’s governance, par�cularly its Board, is structured in ways that respond to 
different types of countries and their degree of vulnerability. This includes Board members specifically 
represen�ng Least Developed Countries (LDCs) and Small Island Developing States (SIDS). At the 
opera�onal level, according to available Fund documenta�on, sufficiently solid mechanisms are in place 
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to ensure that the voices of vulnerable groups are included in the project design and implementa�on. This 
is especially the case through opera�onaliza�on of the ESP and GP during accredita�on and readiness 
efforts (AF-KP, 2020a; AF-KP, 2022g).  

Equity is also a key criterion for project approval. ESP and GP compliance are the most recurrent area of 
improvement stressed for fully developed proposals not being approved by the Board, affec�ng 81 per 
cent and 39 per cent of rejected proposals between 2018 and 2020 (AF-TERG, 2021a). The aim to empower 
vulnerable communi�es and social groups was one of the cross-cu�ng measures of both MTS, with an 
inclusion of the concept of “agents of change” in the MTS-II (AF, 2022b).  

There is emerging evidence that Fund projects indeed empower vulnerable groups specifically (AF-KP, 
2019b). There is a close interac�on between empowering vulnerable groups and LLA where local 
governments, community-based organiza�ons, and others par�cularly exposed to climate risks, are 
enabled to “beter iden�fy, priori�ze, implement, and monitor adapta�on solu�ons” (AF-KP, 2020b). In 
prac�ce, empowering vulnerable people contributes to the success of Fund projects. Young people, for 
instance, can become community guardians and change makers, among others, for adapta�on efforts (AF-
KP, 2022d). The 2022 Annual Performance Report (APR) outlines several experiences of how youth 
adapta�on capaci�es have been supported in Armenia, the Dominican Republic, and the Seychelles, 
among others (AF, 2023a).  

Concerning building capacity of other groups, PMM stress exploring the role of elderly people as a 
vulnerable group as a key to transmit knowledge (AF, 2019d; AF, 2019c; AF, 2021b), while the APR reports 
engagement with Afro and Indigenous Peoples in Colombia-Ecuador border area (AF, 2023a). At the same 
�me, the Fund s�ll needs to deepen its intersec�onal understanding of vulnerability (AF-KP, 2020c), assess 
systemic barriers and root causes (AF-KP, 2022e), and address specific vulnerable groups through, for 
instance, dedicated engagement strategies (AF-KP, 2022d).  

Human and ecological sustainability and security: Thus far, the Fund has provided limited support to 
adapta�on in fragile and conflict-affected countries and communi�es, an area which the MTS-II includes 
as part of “novel adapta�on challenges” where “compounded resilience” needs to be built to address 
“complex risks” (AF, 2022b). Out of 24 total countries benefi�ng from Fund projects with an FE, six (25 per 
cent) are classified by the World Bank as fragile and conflict-affected (Djibou�, Eritrea, Madagascar, Mali, 
Myanmar, Solomon Islands).5 The Fund has not yet systemized prac�cal experiences with adapta�on in 
the context of fragility and conflict. Fund-supported projects in this group of countries are channeled 
through MIEs, mostly UNDP. There are ini�al reflec�ons on how to tailor readiness support to the 
challenges of fragile states’ ins�tu�ons, considering the Fund’s “flexibility and rela�onship with countries 
allows for some tailoring to fragile states” and that “a more inten�onal programma�c approach to fragile 
states may well be worth developing” (AF-KP, 2020a). 

 
5 htps://thedocs.worldbank.org/en/doc/9b8�db62f7183cef819729cc9073671-0090082022/original/FCSList-
FY06toFY22.pdf – Countries listed here were classified as fragile and conflict-affected all or most years during the 
dura�on of the respec�ve Fund project/s. Disclaimer: The World Bank classifica�on is used for analy�cal purposes 
strictly in the context of this rapid evalua�on, that is, to iden�fy a group of countries which is commonly recognized 
as suffering a significant degree of fragility and/or conflict. The use of this classifica�on does not imply relevance of 
any kind for the strategic or opera�onal performance of the Fund. Alterna�ve classifica�ons of fragility can be found 
in the mul�dimensional framework developed by the States of Fragility reports of the Organiza�on for Economic 
Coopera�on and Development, among others. 

https://thedocs.worldbank.org/en/doc/9b8fbdb62f7183cef819729cc9073671-0090082022/original/FCSList-FY06toFY22.pdf
https://thedocs.worldbank.org/en/doc/9b8fbdb62f7183cef819729cc9073671-0090082022/original/FCSList-FY06toFY22.pdf
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Gender equality: Thanks to the increasing ambi�on with gender equality and women´s rights, the Fund 
has advanced substan�ally in understanding and opera�onalizing the mutually reinforcing linkage 
between gender and adapta�on goals (AF-KP, 2020c). This includes as part of accredita�on and readiness 
processes and respec�ve safeguards and support modali�es (AF-KP, 2020a; AF-KP, 2020b; AF-KP, 2022c; 
AF-KP, 2022g).  

The GP and GAP (AF, 2021a) were updated to raise the bar for gender-transforma�ve adapta�on and to 
address the intersec�onality of gender (AF-KP, 2022e). This intersec�onality was also reflected as a cross-
cu�ng measure throughout both MTS cycles, with the current strategy commi�ng to “beter 
understanding and addressing the complexity and par�cularity of inequali�es in the lives of women, girls, 
men and boys and non-binary people” (AF, 2022b).  

Overall, jointly with the ESP, the opera�onaliza�on of, and ul�mately the compliance of IEs with the GP 
has contributed to a higher quality of Fund projects (AF-TERG, 2021a). In prac�ce, Fund projects have 
shown best results where gender has been integrated as a cross-cu�ng result and is mainstreamed at all 
levels, from IEs to local organiza�ons and beneficiaries (AF-KP, 2019b).  

 

4.2.5. What is missing in the available evidence and analysis? 

Equity: 

- assessment of the Fund’s overall conceptual and opera�onal approach to vulnerability and if/how 
it has informed opera�ons/projects 

- review of targeted response to, and impact on, specific vulnerable groups in a structured manner, 
in line with interna�onal standards for leaving no one behind (LNOB), etc. 

- review of experiences with intersec�onal approaches to vulnerability, par�cularly at the local 
level. 

Human and ecological sustainability and security: 

- assessment of Fund performance and experience specifically with or in fragile and conflict-
affected countries 

- review of collabora�on with MIEs in these contexts, including to inform strategic approaches to 
working in fragile and conflict-affected se�ngs 

- mapping of experiences in ensuring adapta�on effec�veness at the intersec�on of vulnerability 
and fragility  

Gender equality: 

- assessment of gender-related results and lessons learned specifically in Fund project por�olio, 
specifically on gender-transforma�ve adapta�on efforts 

- review of (early) opera�onal experiences with the process of upgrading approaches to 
intersec�onality 

- review of the experiences and actual adequacy of approaches and tools of opera�onalizing the GP 
and GAP from a perspec�ve of gender-transforma�ve adapta�on 
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4.3. What are the current niche and comparative advantages of the Fund, compared to 
those of the MTS-II and guidance from the COP? 

 

4.3.1. In a nutshell, what are the main findings? 

The strategic framework outlined in the current MTS-II clearly establishes the Fund's niche, adap�ng to its 
evolving strengths and opportuni�es, and offering valuable guidance to ensure its effec�ve posi�oning. 
The Fund s�ll faces challenges in fully leveraging its defined niche due to several factors. First, there is a 
need for a more consolidated approach to clearly define impacts at all levels and establish strong links 
between project-level impacts and the Fund's overarching goals and mission. Second, progress in the 
innova�on and learning por�olios, which are crucial for the Fund's compara�ve advantages, has been 
slow. Third, the Fund has primarily focused its por�olio within MIEs.  

Addi�onally, the limited experiences and various constraints in scaling-up and replicability of adapta�on 
efforts have posed obstacles. Lastly, the Fund's engagement with the private sector remains at an early 
stage, and persistent barriers hinder the effec�ve mobiliza�on of private resources for both the Fund itself 
and its opera�ons. While Fund documenta�on focuses on the role of other interna�onal partners in scaling 
up Fund projects, the reviewed FEs indicate that Fund projects are primarily scaled up through exis�ng 
government programmes. 

 

4.3.2. Why are we asking this question? 

Since its launch, the Fund has contributed specific compara�ve strengths to the climate finance landscape. 
It is recognized as one of the pioneers of direct access of vulnerable countries to adapta�on finance and 
of a dedicated comprehensive commitment to the most vulnerable. The MTS-II iden�fies the Fund´s niche 
explicitly “as a Fund that provides quick and direct financing, creates new solu�ons built on what works, 
supports innova�ve solu�ons with higher risk, complements others through cataly�c financing, and brings 
needed new players into the climate change adapta�on space.” 

 

4.3.3. What elements do we look at to answer this question? 

The current niche and compara�ve advantages of the Fund can be reviewed by looking into several 
evalua�on criteria. These include impact (degree to which the Fund intends to make, and has made, a 
specific impact on the countries´ adapta�on efforts), innova�on (extent to which innova�on is promoted 
as part of the Fund’s por�olio) and learning and sharing (degree to which adapta�on lessons are learned 
and knowledge shared among the Fund’s stakeholders and the broader audience). They also relate to 
impact, as well as scalability and replicability (extent to which adapta�on financed by the Fund can be 
scaled up and replicated), as well as to the specific role of the private sector in climate adapta�on (degree 
to which private sector players are part of the Fund’s work). The relevant issue of coherence is discussed 
above (see sec�on 4.1). 
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4.3.4. What is the evidence telling us to answer this question? 

Impact: According to its results framework reviewed in 2019, the Fund pursues the “increased resiliency 
at the community, na�onal, and regional levels to climate variability and change” as the main impact of 
its work. This impact has been further opera�onalized through two “impact-level results”6 to be measured 
through five core indicators.7 Changes in the methodologies for the later indicator are significant drivers 
for the Fund’s aggregate repor�ng. They also incen�vize improved quality of proposals and overall 
increased sensi�veness par�cularly of IEs, for instance in terms of gender and age disaggrega�on (AF-KP, 
2020c; AF-KP, 2022d). 

For 2022, the secretariat aggregated three main areas of impact from a review of 132 projects. It 
summarized these as (a) reduced vulnerability and increased adap�ve capacity of communi�es; 
(b) strengthened policies integra�ng climate resilience into local and na�onal plans; and (c) increased 
climate resilience of ecosystems (AF, 2023a).  

Projects are not expected to plan and account for Fund-level impacts, but they did so on at least one of 
the eight outcomes of the Fund results framework, while also repor�ng on core indicators. In 
consequence, most FEs do not find solid evidence on higher-level impact, with only six of 28 evalua�ons8 
showcasing actual, tangible impact in terms of improved na�onal legisla�on and policies (FE12, 2020; 
FE19, 2017; FE25, 2016), improved adap�ve capacity of communi�es (FE12, 2020; FE23, 2015; FE25, 2016; 
FE28, 2015), and increased resilience of ecosystems (FE24, 2015).  

Several FEs state factors limi�ng the capacity of Fund-financed ac�vi�es to achieve and sustain impact. On 
the one hand, there is the short dura�on of projects and lack of adequate project provisions for impact 
(FE3, 2019; FE9, 2019; FE14, 2021, FE17, 2019; FE26, 2019). On the other, policy and regulatory 
frameworks are inadequate and government commitment is weak (FE8, 2017; FE15, 2019; FE22 2016).  

The Fund has commited to maximizing impact through principle-led adapta�on finance. This could take 
place through, for instance, improved quality, country ownership, and local empowerment. It could also 
include Fund-level aspects such as further decentraliza�on to the local level, beter access of vulnerable 
countries and groups to the Fund, investment in compounded resilience, increased support to innova�on, 
wider-spread learning, and more partnerships with other adapta�on funders, as per AF (2022b). Other 
elements to consider for impact are consistent gender mainstreaming and responsiveness (AF-KP, 2020c), 
empowerment of young people (AF-KP, 2022d), and a larger scale and increased complexity of projects 
(AF-KP, 2022f). Overall, both FE and Fund documenta�on use impact in a rela�vely loosely defined manner. 

Innova�on: Since the inclusion of innova�on as a dedicated pillar of MTS-I (AF, 2022b), the Fund has 
expanded its innova�on por�olio. To that end, it has set up new funding windows, including small and 
large innova�on grants, as well as innova�on aggregators with UNDP and UNEP, while the Board agreed 
on a vision and defini�on for innova�on in 2021 (decision B.36/39). The current Innova�on pillar 

 
6 “Increased adap�ve capacity of communi�es to respond to the impacts of climate change”; and “Increased 
ecosystem resilience in response to climate change-induced stresses”. 
7 For community resilience: “Number of beneficiaries (direct and indirect)”; “Number of early warning systems”; 
“Assets produced, developed, improved, or strengthened”; “Increased income, or avoided decrease in income”; and 
for ecosystem resilience: “Natural habitats protected or rehabilitated”. 
8 These six FEs refer to projects primarily implemented by UNDP (four projects) and UNEP (one project), as well as 
one project led by an NIE (Senegal). 
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consolidates innova�on not only as an effec�ve way to foster adapta�on, but as an opportunity for the 
Fund to engage with vulnerable groups, access for non-accredited en��es and organiza�ons, and 
interac�on with non-tradi�onal partners, par�cularly private sector and academia (AF, 2022b; AF, 2022g). 

According to the thema�c evalua�on, the grant-based component of innova�on has expanded slowly at 
best, with no innova�on project having achieved maturity and only six small grants approved as of April 
2022. However, this might be related to the inherently short period since the launch of these funding 
windows in 2021 rather than to shortcomings of the emerging innova�on por�olio itself (AF, 2022g; AF, 
2023c). By June 2022, two small grants were being implemented by respec�ve NIEs in Bhutan and Uganda, 
while large innova�ons grants had not yet been approved (AF, 2023a). Beyond the grant por�olio managed 
by the Fund, the innova�on aggregators with UNDP and UNEP have shown significant progress. This 
progress has been achieved both in terms of approval rates (22 and 11 grants, respec�vely) and in terms 
of early learning on capaci�es, support, and �melines needed for local organiza�ons to design and submit 
innova�on proposals (AF, 2023c). 

Relevant issues with dedicated innova�on funding are related to the innova�on capaci�es of accredited 
NIEs; the linkages of innova�on, accredita�on, readiness, and knowledge management; as well as the ways 
to harness the early fruits of a rapidly changing innova�on por�olio (AF, 2023c). Innova�on already plays 
a mul�faceted role for the Fund’s objec�ves and priori�es. For instance, it mo�vates youth as agents and 
drivers of change in their communi�es, including with new technologies for adapta�on (AF-KP, 2022d). 
Innova�on is also a key element for scaling-up and replica�ng best prac�ces of climate adapta�on (AF-KP, 
2022b), par�cularly in transboundary ini�a�ves (AF-KP, 2022f). 

Indeed, project FEs show significant contribu�ons to innova�ve approaches, par�cularly in the areas of 
par�cipatory community management and local leadership, including by women (FE2, 2021; FE9, 2019; 
FE14, 2021; FE16, 2017; FE19, 2017; FE23, 2015) and climate adapta�on communica�on par�cularly at 
the local level (FE13, 2018; FE17, 2019). Other aspects include innova�ve technologies, tools, and 
solu�ons for soil and water conserva�on and water irriga�on systems (FE4, 2021), weather systems (FE3, 
2019; FE6, 2019; FE21 2017) and insurance policies (FE6, 2019). A common thread of reviewed FEs lies 
with opportuni�es to scale up innova�ons within specific regions and replicate these regionally (among 
others, FE18, 2018; FE21, 2017; FE23, 2015; FE27, 2018). 

Learning & Sharing: Since the launch of the Fund, knowledge and lessons learned have been a significant 
element of por�olio management and specific projects, fully reflected in the Strategic Priori�es, Policies 
and Guidelines (SPPG) criteria (AF, 2022a). Learning and sharing is specifically integrated into the 
Readiness Programme, including through the Community of Prac�ce for Direct Access En��es (CPDAE) 
men�oned above and South-South knowledge-sharing ac�vi�es (AF-KP, 2020a). Capacity-building for 
accredita�on and readiness is inherently linked to NIEs’ learning processes supported by financial and non-
financial means, including capaci�es related to ESP and GP opera�onaliza�on (see above for more details 
on readiness grants). In 2020, the Fund started offering dedicated learning grants to NIEs for Fund projects 
beyond the midpoint in project execu�on.9 The aim is to strengthen capaci�es of NIEs to learn and share 
project-level prac�ce and lessons learned (AF, 2022b; AF, 2022g). 

 
9 “NIEs must have an Adapta�on Fund funded project that has reached the mid-point in implementa�on or where a 
Mid-term report (MTR) / Mid-term evalua�on (MTE) has been submited/completed.” (from Fund website) 
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By June 2022, four learning grants were approved, with one already executed with a Senegalese NIE (AF-
KP, 2021a; Fund website), another being implemented by an NIE in Costa Rica (AF, 2023a) and two not yet 
implemented in Kenya and Peru, respec�vely (Fund website).10 Capacity constraints and lack of clarity over 
the eligibility of learning proposals seem to limit the range of proposals submited to respec�ve calls (AF-
TERG, 2021a). 

Beyond these grants, the Fund’s learning agenda is primarily focused on KP dra�ed by the secretariat 
covering a wide range of thema�c issues (for full list of KP, see annex 3). In addi�on, the Fund focuses on 
e-learning courses in three languages to enable French and Spanish speakers’ involvement in these 
learning opportuni�es (AF-TERG, 2021a). 

At the project level, according to reviewed FEs, learning was deeply embedded in many Fund-financed 
ini�a�ves. They focused on systema�zing tradi�onal, local, and indigenous knowledge being fostered for 
autonomous climate adapta�on, occasionally using small grants for local knowledge genera�on (FE2, 
2021; FE6, 2019; FE9, 2019; FE16, 2017; FE18, 2018; FE21, 2017; FE24, 2015; FE26, 2019; FE27, 2018). 
Fund projects also proac�vely captured and disseminated good prac�ce and lessons learned from the 
project and its stakeholders (FE4, 2021; FE12, 2020; FE23, 2015; FE28, 2015), as well as iden�fied solu�ons 
that could be shared interna�onally (FE9, 2019; FE23, 2015; FE28, 2015). At the same �me, other projects 
struggled to go beyond the mere capturing of local knowledge and project lessons for communica�on 
purposes. Thus, they failed to capitalize on knowledge for evidence-based learning, local capacity building, 
and ul�mately project sustainability (FE2, 2021; FE3, 2019; FE5, 2018; FE13, 2018; FE15, 2019; FE17, 2019; 
FE19, 2017; FE22, 2016; FE26, 2019). 

Beyond the FEs reviewed for this rapid evalua�on, knowledge and learning emerging from individual 
projects are being integrated into individual KP (e.g. case studies in AF-KP, 2020b; AF-KP, 2022d; AF-KP, 
2022a; AF-KP, 2020c) and monitoring reports, including synthesis reports on lessons learned with 
implementa�on (AF-KP, 2019b). This ensures “botom-up” learning from the project to the Fund level. 

Scalability and replicability: As part of its mandate, the Fund intends to finance smaller-scale (“starter”) 
projects/programmes “that can be scaled up and replicated, including through complementarity and 
synergies with other climate funders” (AF, 2022b), for which a pilot shared scaling-up approach with the 
GCF is already under way (AF-TERG, 2021a; AF, 2022d). As part of readiness finance, the Fund has also 
offered scale-up grants to NIEs since 2018, of which so far only one has been approved (UNFCCC, 2022; 
AF-TERG, 2022b; AF-TERG, 2021a). 

At the por�olio level, scalability and replicability are inherently linked to “knowledge and proof of concept” 
(AF-KP, 2022b) and to the overall innova�on cycle (AF-TERG, 2022b). By 2022, 18 Fund projects had been 
scaled up by other funds and en��es, par�cularly in sectors such as climate-resilient water management 
and mul�-hazard early warning systems (AF-KP, 2022b). 

While Fund documenta�on stresses the role of other interna�onal partners in scaling up Fund projects, 
the reviewed FEs stress that Fund projects are primarily scaled up through exis�ng government 
programmes (FE2, 2021; FE3, 2019; FE4, 2021; FE9, 2019; FE11, 2020; FE19, 2017; FE20, 2016; FE21, 2017) 
rather than other climate funders. Significant replicability constraints outlined by FEs relate to the lack of 
adequate na�onal policy frameworks (FE15, 2019), weak local capaci�es needed to scale up and replicate 

 
10 htps://www.adapta�on-fund.org/knowledge-learning/learning-grants/grants-to-date/.  

https://www.adaptation-fund.org/knowledge-learning/learning-grants/grants-to-date/
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effec�vely (FE13, 2018; FE14, 2021) or the lack of a solid scalability approach in the project design itself 
(FE8, 2017; FE15, 2019; FE20, 2016), among other aspects. So far, these constraints to replicability and 
scalability are expected to be addressed mainly as part of the Fund-GCF scaling-up approach (AF-KP, 
2022b; AF, 2022d) and poten�ally the upcoming innova�on strategy. 

Role of private sector: According to the current MTS-II (AF, 2022b), private sector can be considered part 
of vulnerable and local groups (i.e. “local private sector”), partners for innova�on and scale-up, as well as 
a significant poten�al for the Fund´s resource mobiliza�on opportuni�es. Exis�ng Fund documenta�on 
provides limited insights into the local private sector as a poten�ally vulnerable group; the innova�on 
aggregators are possibly the only concrete op�on and experience (AF, 2023c).11 It stresses the need and 
opportunity to engage private sector in innova�on and scaling-up (AF-KP, 2020b; AF-KP, 2022b; AF, 2023a). 
However, actual experiences to involve private sector as “poten�al innovators, scaling partners or 
investors” remain scarce as “barriers to engagement remain,” possibly requiring closer collabora�on “with 
other funders that typically provide funding to private sector en��es in co-financing arrangements” (AF-
TERG, 2022b). 

Private sector contribu�ons are being explored to help further diversify the Fund’s financing sources (AF, 
2022e). The Fund is the only mul�lateral climate fund that can effec�vely receive private sector dona�ons 
(AF, 2022b). Ini�al ins�tu�onal dona�ons originated in VISA’s interac�ve social giving kiosk at COP 24, as 
well as in a dona�on from the Greta Thunberg Founda�on. Meanwhile, the online “donate botom” 
mobilized 70,000 up to 2022, poten�ally requiring further mapping of “out of the box” opportuni�es for 
private sector financing, including through crowdfunding (AF, 2022e).  

That said, the Fund’s Resource Mobiliza�on strategy 2022-2025 (AF, 2022e) also states that private sector 
contribu�ons to the Fund itself face challenges due to the complex trustee verifica�on process at the 
World Bank Group. At the project level, the private sector occasionally played a role in broader networks 
needed to sustain results (FE6, 2019; FE14, 2021; FE21, 2017), contribu�ng specific technical exper�se 
(FE3, 2019; FE12, 2020; FE14, 2021) and opera�ng projects’ components in local areas requiring specific 
capaci�es, that is, being drivers of LLA (FE1, 2020; FE16, 2017). However, caveats remain as adapta�on 
efforts can also nega�vely affect private sector interest in tourism, for instance (FE13, 2018).12 On some 
occasions, although mechanisms were in place, private sector engagement remained below ini�al 
expecta�ons (FE17, 2019; FE25, 2016). 

 

4.3.5. What is missing in the available evidence and analysis? 

Impact: 

 
11 Private sector receives limited aten�on in key Fund documenta�on. For instance, the 2021 MTR of the MTS-I (AF-
TERG, 2021a) men�ons private sector only once, and the 2022 APR twice (AF, 2023a). Among the recent eight PMM 
reviewed for this rapid evalua�on, three do not refer to private sector at all. The remaining six men�on it between 
one and three �mes without providing prac�cal insights of how private sector interacts with more recent Fund 
projects. 
12 Quotes from FE13 (2018): “Key private sector stakeholders included the Samoa Tourism Authority and Samoa Hotel 
Associa�on as poten�al partners for ac�vi�es poten�ally impac�ng the tourism sector,” and “Seawall construc�on 
is having mixed results on tourism: from one side, it allows the protec�on of touris�c infrastructures but the seawalls 
also contribute to sandy beach destruc�on, reducing the tourism appeal of the Samoan coast.” 
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- analysis of the Fund’s defini�ons of impact and whether impact measurement is known to IEs and 
NIEs 

- experiences and lessons learned with adap�ng core indicator methodologies to improve quality 
of project design and implementa�on, par�cularly to increase the project’s probability of impact  

- review of factors enabling or hindering the impact of the Fund itself and the Fund projects 
- review of how these factors are reflected in opera�onal procedures, if any 

Innova�on: 

- review of the interlinkages between vulnerability and innova�on, with a par�cular focus on 
women and youth’s role in innova�ve adapta�on 

- analysis of experiences and poten�al of local innova�on, i.e. innova�ve adapta�on solu�ons 
driven by local communi�es and other local players, including local private sector 

- assessment of experiences and lessons learned with the innova�on aggregators and how these 
lessons (might) feedback to the Fund por�olio as such (for instance for the innova�on windows 
and innova�on components of AF projects) 

- review of the experience in collabora�ng with the private sector in innova�ve adapta�on solu�ons 
and technologies as part of AF projects 

Learning & Sharing:  

- quan�ta�ve assessment of the use of e-learning courses (number of par�cipants, feedback) and 
KP (downloads, references) and how these interrelate with the overall AF por�olio 

- analysis of factors limi�ng the alloca�on of learning grants 
- overall assessment of internal coherence and consistency of the Learning & Sharing pillar, 

par�cularly from a “botom-up” perspec�ve (how the Fund could beter learn from experiences 
and solu�ons of Fund projects and local stakeholders, through different available channels) 

Scalability and replicability: 

- assessment of experiences and opportuni�es for replica�ng locally led solu�ons, including 
through mutual support among local governments and communi�es 

- review of experiences and opportuni�es to enable and foster replica�on of solu�ons driven by 
vulnerable groups and their networks, including women and youth 

- analysis of the synergies between innova�on, learning, and scaling-up 
- review of pathways to addressing internal and external constraints to replicability and scalability 

Role of the private sector: 

- review of the approach to local private sector as part of the broader work with vulnerable groups 
- assessment of the role of the private sector in specializa�on and sustainability, par�cularly at the 

local level 
- analysis of factors limi�ng the involvement of the private sector in concrete Fund projects 
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4.4. What are the key outcomes in terms of the three strategic pillars of the Fund’s 
Medium-Term Strategy? 

 

4.4.1. In a nutshell, what are the main findings? 

MTS-I and II enable the Fund’s por�olio to evolve around three clearly defined strategic pillars with a clear 
results focus. Meanwhile, the transi�on from the first to the second MTS cycle reflects the dynamic, 
adapta�ve management of the Fund. That said, the exis�ng evidence – some of which predates the MTS 
cycle – shows that key outcomes are heavily concentrated on Action (Strategic Pillar 1, or SP1, includes 
project finance, scaling-up, readiness and accredita�on). Progress in Innovation (SP2) and Learning & 
Sharing (SP3) is s�ll incipient with challenges to be addressed as part of the current MTS-II period. 

 

4.4.2. Why are we asking this question? 

Since the first MTS (2018-2022; AF, 2018), the Fund has iden�fied three strategic pillars to guide its work, 
labelled in the current MTS-II (2023-2027; AF, 2022b) as (1) ac�on (“high quality, local level and scalable 
adapta�on projects and programmes”), (2) innova�on (“innova�ve adapta�on prac�ces, tools, and 
technologies”), and (3) learning & sharing (“knowledge and evidence on effec�ve and innova�ve 
adapta�on ac�on and finance”). These three pillars are opera�onalized in up to four expected results each 
and flanked by complementari�es across these pillars, as well as cross-cu�ng themes some of which are 
used as evalua�on criteria for this exercise. So far, progress made in MTS-I and its three pillars has not yet 
been systema�cally assessed from the perspec�ve of project-level evidence due to the fact that available 
Fes only address first genera�on projects (see sec�on 3.2 above). This rapid evalua�on and ques�on 
specifically aim to bridge this gap with ini�al insights. 

 

4.4.3. What elements do we look at to answer this question? 

The main purpose is to iden�fy progress in the Fund’s strategic pillars. This is guided by the evalua�on 
criteria of effec�veness (degree to which expected results have been or are being achieved) and adap�ve 
management (degree to which the Fund learned lessons from MTS implementa�on and used these to 
adapt its strategic planning). Given limited data and evidence, efficiency – usually a cri�cal criterion for 
assessing macro-level results – cannot be reviewed as part of this exercise.  

 

4.4.4. What is the evidence telling us to answer this ques�on? 

Effec�veness: Overall, through the strategic pillars and respec�ve expected results, the MTS helped 
structure the work of the Fund in a more results-driven manner. It provided incen�ves for the Fund and 
par�cularly the Board to adjust funding opportuni�es (for instance, through new windows for innova�on) 
and invest resources in previously less proac�ve dimensions. Learning, for example, has seen a rapid 
growth of KP since the launch of the MTS-I in 2018. That said, the available evidence does not 
systema�cally link results from MTS implementa�on (which are primarily in the realm of outputs and 
process-related lessons learned) to the overall goal and mission of the Fund. In more detail, the next 
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paragraphs review available evidence and informa�on on the extent to which expected results of the 
strategic pillars were met during the implementa�on of the first MTS (2018-2022; AF, 2018). 

- Effec�veness in the Ac�on pillar: In MTS-I, the expected results of this pillar were related to 
reduced vulnerability and resilience (ER1), strengthened ins�tu�onal capacity of na�onal and 
regional ins�tu�ons (ER2), and effec�ve ac�on scaled up (ER3). According to the available 
documenta�on (AF-TERG, 2021a; AF-TERG, 2022b; AF-KP, 2022d; AF-KP, 2020c; AF-KP, 2022e), this 
pillar has been the most dynamic arena. This is due both to resources spent and exper�se 
dedicated to it, and to tangible results such as resilience strengthening through projects (ER1). 
Significant progress was made in accredita�on, readiness, capaci�es, and access of an increasing 
set of partners, including non-accredited players, propelled among others by the opening of seven 
new funding windows (ER2). Moreover, scaling-up was pursued both through new funding 
windows and in partnership with other climate players. In par�cular, the Fund and the GCF 
prepared a shared scaling-up approach during implementa�on of the first MTS (ER3). For this 
period, gaps remained in terms of LLA, weak capaci�es at local levels in terms of CCA exper�se, 
and project formula�on (e.g. for small grants), as well as a rela�vely small range of partners for 
scaling-up, par�cularly with the private sector. 

- Effec�veness in the Innova�on pillar: For 2018-2022, the expected results refer to rolling out 
successful innova�ons (ER1), scaling up of viable innova�ons (ER2), encouragement and 
accelera�on of new innova�ons (ER3), and the genera�on of an evidence base of adapta�on 
prac�ces with a view to scaling up (ER4). According to the 2022 innova�on evalua�on, while new 
funding windows were set up to support innova�on, NIE demand has lagged. ER3 was the only 
area with tangible progress, largely due to the innova�on aggregators administered by UNDP and 
UNEP, rather than organically facilitated by the Fund. Challenges range from conceptual clarity on 
innova�ons to weak opera�onal approaches, as well as weak incen�ves and capaci�es of IE and 
non-accredited partners to innovate, lack of engagement strategies for youth as a main driver of 
innova�ons, and overall corporate risk adversity (AF-TERG, 2022b). 

- Effec�veness in the Learning & Sharing pillar: In 2018-2022, this pillar was expected to contribute 
to the capturing and sharing of prac�cal lessons learned (ER1), development of knowledge and 
guidance (ER2), and strengthening of analy�cal capaci�es of developing countries’ partners (ER3). 
The Fund created a series of KP on key dimensions of its work and the adapta�on agenda in 
general, totalling 15 documents as of June 2023 (ER1). Opera�onal guidance has been updated 
for IEs regarding the compliance with the Fund’s GP (AF, 2021a) and implementa�on of the 
Evalua�on Policy (AF-TERG, 2023a). Other themes ini�ally iden�fied, such as integra�on of 
tradi�onal, indigenous, or local knowledge, s�ll need to be addressed in more detail (ER2). No 
evidence has been found in terms of support to and development of in-country analy�cal 
capaci�es (ER3). So far, this pillar has been primarily focused on KP, training events, and e-
modules, developed and disseminated by the secretariat. According to available documenta�on 
(including AF, 2022g), there is limited progress in the other aspects. One implicit element of this 
pillar relates to mutual learning and knowledge-sharing among developing countries’ ins�tu�ons 
and par�cularly among NIEs for improving readiness and accredita�on across the Global South. 
This is in high demand but is limited since few NIEs have been providing their experiences to South-
South learning (AF-KP, 2020a). 
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- Effec�veness across pillars: The effec�veness of the overall strategic and opera�onal por�olio of 
the Fund partly depends on the complementarity among its three pillars. The 2021 Medium-Term 
Review (MTR) of the MTS (AF-TERG, 2021a) found “a siloed approach to implementa�on of the 
three MTS pillars [which] does not op�mize poten�al synergies”. This was confirmed by the 2022 
innova�on evalua�on, specifically for the weak cross-linkages between innova�on and learning. 
The 2018-2022 period had only limited cross-fer�liza�on, but the MTS-II (AF, 2022b) establishes 
clearer provisions for more complementarity across pillars (see below). Progress has been made 
in cross-pillar effec�veness, par�cularly through beter repor�ng (AF, 2022g). 

Adap�ve management: The MTS-I cons�tuted a comprehensive framework for the Fund at a cri�cal 
juncture, specifically when the Fund started to serve the Paris Agreement in January 2019 and needed to 
step up efforts facing the moun�ng climate urgency. As such, it also provided an opportunity for learning-
based adap�ve management of the Fund itself. It created important reference points for the Fund to 
become even more effec�ve and generate more impact, par�cularly for the most vulnerable. In this line, 
the 2021 MTR (AF-TERG, 2021a) found the first “MTS is a good, fit-for-purpose strategy” which has also 
enabled an adequate opera�onal response to the COVID-19 pandemic, among others.  

That said, according to the 2021 MTR, while the strategy “has been used effec�vely to guide governance, 
management, and other funding decisions that lever impact for the Fund, it could be used more effec�vely 
to op�mize the Fund’s impact”. For instance, it could help define its niche, clarify key concepts underlying 
its work, and contribute to global discussions on adapta�on effec�veness, among others. These 
recommenda�ons have been integrated into the MTS-II (AF, 2022b), which consider the findings and 
recommenda�ons of the MTR. Thus, they reflect an inten�onal learning process to adjust and improve the 
Fund’s evolving strategic framework based on evidence, analysis, and data gathered in the context of the 
MTR and wider stakeholder consulta�ons in the strategy formula�on process (AF, 2022b). The following 
paragraphs summarize the key adjustments in each pillar based on the MTS-I experience and included the 
MTS-II. 

- Adap�ve management in the Ac�on pillar: In a context of a growing por�olio of concrete projects 
supported by the Fund, the 2023-2027 strategy puts more emphasis on LLA; the empowerment 
of vulnerable communi�es as agents of change; more investments in gender-responsive 
adapta�on finance; support to holis�c, long-term capaci�es for accessing and managing climate 
finance; further scaling and replica�on of effec�ve adapta�on ac�ons; and expanded synergies 
and coordina�on with other adapta�on funders, including the private sector. These elements are 
congruent with findings of the 2021 MTR (AF-TERG, 2021a) and contents of several KP (AF-KP, 
2020a; AF-KP, 2020c; AF-KP, 2022b). 

- Adap�ve management in the Innova�on pillar: In 2023-2027, the Fund atempts to fully deploy 
the poten�al of the “innova�on facility” (small and large grants, in addi�on to the innova�on 
aggregators administered by UNDP and UNEP) set up during 2018-2022 and opera�onalize the 
vision and defini�on of innova�on endorsed by the Board. Key adjustments in this pillar include a 
commitment to support innova�ve solu�ons with higher risk; more focus on mul�-stakeholder 
partnerships, par�cularly with vulnerable groups; larger access to innova�on grants and increased 
support to capacity building and readiness for innova�on; and new partnerships for innova�on in 
adapta�on. These strengthened foci relate back to findings of the 2021 MTR (AF-TERG, 2021a) and 
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are largely in line with the findings and recommenda�ons of the 2022 innova�on evalua�on (AF-
TERG, 2022b, produced a�er the finaliza�on of the MTS-II). 

- Adap�ve management in the Learning & Sharing pillar: According to the MTS-II (AF, 2022b), this 
pillar intends to consolidate and systema�ze learning across the Fund’s processes and opera�ons. 
The focus for this period is, among others, to further facilitate South-South learning; support local 
knowledge and solu�ons; enhance capaci�es for project-level learning; increase the produc�on 
and dissemina�on of Fund and IE KP on adapta�on finance; enable strategic partnerships with 
academia and knowledge networks; and increase support to and engagement in thema�c 
communi�es of prac�ce. These adjustments rely on findings from the 2018-2022 MTS, while also 
reflec�ng findings of different KP (AF-KP, 2020a; AF-KP, 2020b). 

- Adap�ve management across pillars: To respond to one of the key findings of the 2021 MTR (AF-
TERG, 2021a; see above), the MTS-II (AF, 2022b) features a more dedicated approach to cross-
pillar synergies. This includes a specific expected result in the respec�ve implementa�on plan 
(“linkages and synergies between support for adapta�on ac�on, innova�on, and learning and 
sharing are enhanced”; AF, 2023b). Beyond the 2021 MTR, this adap�ve element is also related to 
contents from virtually all KP. It stresses the opportunity to ensure further effec�veness and 
efficiency through advancing and accelera�ng cross-fer�liza�on between ac�on, innova�on, and 
learning around adapta�on finance. 

 

4.4.5. What is missing in the available evidence and analysis? 

Effec�veness: 

- structured review of progress in expected results of the full cycle of MTS 2018-2022 and 
gaps/voids in these results 

- analysis/dashboard-type of review of where current ERs stand in terms of baseline (2022) and 
early results (2023) 

- assessment of how project-level evidence and data could/should be included in MTS-level 
monitoring and repor�ng 

Adap�ve management: 

- analysis of the extent to which gaps in expected results in 2018-2022 (see effec�veness, above) 
are being addressed in the MTS-II (implementa�on plan) 

- review of opera�onal mechanisms to ensure cross-pillar complementarity in the current MTS 
cycle, par�cularly with regard to secretariat/staff capacity and the role of dis�nct funding windows 
(with a view to project-level complementarity across pillars) 

- analysis of current procedures to ensure adap�ve management of the MTS-II beyond the planned 
MTR (2025), par�cularly in annual interac�on on the MTS with the Board and con�nued 
consulta�ons with the Fund’s stakeholders at na�onal and local levels 
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4.5. Evidence gaps at the Macro-level topics with insufficient evidence from reviewed 
documents 

4.5.1. In relation to criteria of the Fund’s Evaluation Policy 

Relevance: Country ownership might merit further analysis, par�cularly in rela�on to projects that are not 
implemented by NIEs. 

Coherence: Synergies and coordina�on with other funds might need deeper insights at both the global, 
and specifically, the country level. 

Effec�veness: A structured review could help iden�fy quan�ta�ve data on progress in 2018-2022 towards 
expected results; establish baselines and early progress in the 2023-2027 expected results. 

Efficiency: Assessment of the cost effec�veness and �meliness of the Fund, its por�olio, and modali�es, 
and the adequacy in the use of scarce financial resources and exper�se is needed.  

Impact: Factors enabling or hindering the Fund’s and its projects’ impact, as well as exis�ng limita�ons to 
impact measurement, might require a dedicated review from a botom-up perspec�ve (primarily from 
NIEs and projects). 

Equity: The approach to vulnerability and its relevance to projects and specific vulnerable groups could be 
assessed in a more structured manner and in line with interna�onal standards. 

Adap�ve management: This could be beter understood through analysis of how the MTS-II is addressing 
gaps remaining from the 2018-2022 MTS cycle, par�cularly its implementa�on plan. 

Scalability and replicability: Constraints to replicability and scalability, including in LLA solu�ons, could be 
explored in more detail. 

Human and ecological sustainability and security: Experiences and progress in suppor�ng fragile and 
conflict-affected countries might be reviewed to beter understand interrela�ons between fragility and 
climate vulnerability. 

 

4.5.2. In relation to cross-cutting themes 

Learning and sharing: Results and coherence of the Learning & Sharing pillar, par�cularly from the 
“botom-up” (including projects and local players) might be best understood through a dedicated review. 

Locally led adapta�on: The capaci�es of local players (community organiza�ons, private sector, etc.) could 
be further explored, par�cularly with a view to their role in suppor�ng the most vulnerable groups. 

Gender equality: Gender-transforma�ve results and lessons learned could be reviewed to ensure a 
stronger evidence-based perspec�ve on gender commitments of the Fund and to inform the (future) work 
on intersec�onality. 

Private sector: The poten�al and actual role of the private sector, including local private sector, might be 
analysed with a clear perspec�ve to mo�va�ng its involvement in Fund projects and clarifying the benefits 
for Fund stakeholders, for instance in terms of innova�on, scale up, and sustainability. 
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Innova�on: Linkages between innova�on, vulnerability, and the private sector could be further assessed 
for Fund projects and innova�on grants, while considering lessons learned by the innova�on aggregators. 

Accredita�on and readiness: Country perspec�ves and new areas of readiness might be analysed as part 
of an overall assessment of the experiences with the Readiness Programme. 
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5. Meso: Findings related to countries, sectors, issues, and policies 

 

5.1. To what extent have the ESP and GP been implemented, and what lessons have been 
learned? 

 

5.1.1. In a nutshell, what are the main findings? 

The Fund has advanced substan�ally in the opera�onaliza�on of its approved policies under 
implementa�on. The ESP has been highly consolidated during accredita�on and as part of the project cycle 
and contributes to the coherence, consistency, and quality of the Fund’s financing. The GP has enabled a 
dynamic process of upda�ng and matura�ng the Fund’s strategic and opera�onal approach to gender 
equality and women’s empowerment. Gaps remain for the Fund to comprehensively address equity and 
gender considera�ons in its results framework and monitoring tools, while ensuring deeper learning 
around the policies and their implementa�on. The approved Evalua�on Policy will be effec�ve from 
October 2023, and its impact is yet to be fully appreciated. 

 

5.1.2. Why are we asking this question? 

The ESP, adopted in 2013 and revised in 2016, and the GP (GP; AF, 2021a), adopted in 2016 and updated 
in 2021, are the main strategic frameworks opera�onalized throughout the Fund´s por�olio, specifically 
through the Opera�onal Policies and Guidelines (OPG; AF, 2022i). Both policies are expected to enable the 
Fund to achieve its mandate, par�cularly to support the most vulnerable people while also mee�ng other 
safeguards. According to the MTS-II (AF, 2022b), compliance with the ESP and GP is a key driver of the 
quality of projects approved in past years and therefore highly relevant to principle 1 of the current 
strategy (“quality maters”) and the Fund’s advantage 2 (“relevance, efficiency, and effec�veness”). While 
both policies are considered rela�vely mature, the next paragraphs aim to provide insights into the 
learning from implementa�on that might also help iden�fy op�ons for further policy development in the 
future. 

 

5.1.3. What elements do we look at to answer this question? 

The progress of and the learning around implemen�ng the ESP and the GP can be revised by reviewing 
evalua�on criteria such as equity (degree to which the ESP has been opera�onalized with a view to the 
most vulnerable), gender equality (degree to which the gender equality and empowerment of women and 
girls are reflected in the Fund’s opera�onal procedures), as well as learning and sharing (degree to which 
KP have addressed the experiences in implemen�ng these policies).  

Other important criteria for this ques�on are related to efficiency (e.g. whether policies have helped 
streamline the proposal review and process) and effec�veness (e.g. extent to which the policies have 
ensured that the Fund meets its goal more effec�vely, par�cularly with a view to suppor�ng the most 
vulnerable). These criteria cannot be addressed adequately based on the available evidence and might 
require baselines comparisons between pre- and post-policy project quality, among others. 
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5.1.4. What is the evidence telling us to answer this question? 

Equity (ESP policy): The ESP intends to “ensure that in furthering the Fund’s mission of addressing the 
adverse impacts of and risks posed by climate change, projects and programmes supported by the Fund 
do not result in unnecessary environmental and social harms” (AF 2016a). It is primarily concerned about 
vulnerable communi�es and ecosystems (AF-TERG, 2021a) which are “par�cularly vulnerable to the 
adverse effects of climate change” (MTS-1; AF, 2018). 

While the ESP does not have a proper ac�on or implementa�on plan, it has been integrated into the OPG 
aiming to ensure policy opera�onaliza�on at two levels: during accredita�on and as part of the project 
cycle. For accredita�on, developing country Par�es and their en��es wishing to access resources from the 
Fund need to “demonstrate commitment and ability to comply, as a minimum, with the environmental 
and social policy and the gender policy approved by the Board” (para. 29/31 of the 2022 OPG; AF, 2022i). 
This is reviewed as part of the accredita�on process for NIEs and MIEs (para. 37b), par�cularly by assessing 
IEs’ environmental and social management system (AF, 2016b). Non-compliance can lead to suspension or 
cancella�on of the accredita�on (para. 42 of the 2022 OPG; AF, 2022i). 

For accredited NIEs, grants are available for implemen�ng both policies, in par�cular the Technical 
Assistance Grant for the Environmental and Social Policy and Gender Policy and as part of the Readiness 
Package Grant (AF-KP, 2020a; AF-KP, 2022g). While most conven�onal IEs already have strong policies in 
place, the Fund policy-related grants have a significant influence in smaller NIEs that undergo streamlined 
accredita�on and can build respec�ve policy implementa�on capaci�es (AF-KP, 2022c). At the level of the 
project cycle, the ESP “shall be applied throughout all the project/programme implementa�on phases, 
including design, execu�on, monitoring, and evalua�on” (para. 35 of the 2022 OPG; AF, 2022i).  

Specifically, during the project approval phase, three criteria are being applied: “1) the IE has the capacity 
and the commitment to comply with the ESP; 2) the IE has iden�fied the environmental and social risks 
associated with the project/programme; and 3) the IE has, at least, ini�ated the process of managing these 
risks in a collabora�ve way, where possible, and has a clear prospect of success within a reasonable 
�meframe” (AF 2016b).  

Ahead of submi�ng proposals to the Board, IEs are expected to conduct a self-screening and self-
assessment process based on their respec�ve Environmental and Social Management Systems, risk 
screening, and impact assessment in line with the 15 principles of the ESP (AF, 2016b). The Fund´s project 
proposal template requires an IE cer�fica�on “commit[�ng] to implemen�ng the project/programme in 
compliance with the Environmental and Social Policy and the Gender Policy of the Adapta�on Fund” and 
requires the review of benefits, risks, mi�ga�on of nega�ve impacts, and overall compliance with both 
policies in both the jus�fica�on and implementa�on-related parts, including monitoring & evalua�on 
arrangements, and results frameworks (2017 project proposal template). 

During the project approval process, the Board decides based on a series of technical criteria that include 
“economic, social, and environmental benefits from the projects and adapta�on impact” (para. 17 of 2022 
SPPG; AF, 2022h). In 2019, the Project Performance Report (PPR) template was updated to include a 
default repor�ng requirement on compliance with the ESP at all project stages (AF-KP 2020c). According 
to available documenta�on, insufficient compliance with the ESP is indeed the main reason for non-
approval of projects, at 74 per cent of all 99 non-approved projects in 2018-2021; this has ensured a higher 
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quality of projects being approved by the Board in recent years in the context of a growing overall por�olio 
(Figure 19 of AF-TERG, 2021a). Indeed, KP concerned with specific vulnerable groups highlight the 
contribu�on of the ESP to implemen�ng interna�onal standards and allowing for codifica�on as part of 
Fund projects (AF-KP, 2020c; AF-KP, 2022d; AF-KP, 2022e).  

The FEs reviewed for this rapid evalua�on cover a limited sample of four projects approved a�er the 
endorsement of the ESP (FE1, 2020; FE2, 2021; FE7, 2019; FE18, 2018). This, however, did not seem to 
reflect a significant change in quality of how equity and vulnerability were addressed compared to the rest 
of projects approved ahead of the first version of the ESP. Overall, most FEs outline contribu�ons to equity 
with emphasis on youth and women (FE1, 2020; FE9, 2019; FE14, 2021; FE24, 2015; FE26, 2019 covering 
both groups). Other vulnerable groups such as small farmers (FE1, 2020), Indigenous Peoples (FE6, 2019), 
displaced popula�ons (FE1, 2020), people with disabili�es (FE14, 2021), and elderly people (FE26, 2019), 
among others, have been addressed less systema�cally.  

A series of interven�ons also achieved only par�al progress or even failed to address the specific needs of 
vulnerable groups (FE5, 2018; FE12, 2020). One interven�on poten�ally contributed to deepening 
inequi�es (FE8, 2017: “the outright distribu�on of outputs to approximately 20 per cent of the popula�on 
raises an arguable issue”). The available evidence does not provide further details on vulnerable 
ecosystems, but exclusively focuses on vulnerable people and communi�es. 

Gender equality (GP policy): The GP and its Gender Ac�on Plan (GAP), both available in AF (2021a), largely 
originated in the original ESP (AF, 2016a). This recognized gender equality and empowerment of women 
and girls as one of its 15 principles. Since the first GP and GAP in 2016, there has been a dynamic evolu�on 
with significant conceptual matura�on and opera�onal adjustments (AF-KP, 2020c; AF-KP, 2022e). Policy 
implementa�on is currently framed by the GAP 2021-2023, which establishes seven priority areas with 
respec�ve ac�ons, indicators, responsibili�es, and �melines. The Board is expected to review the policy 
through “regular monitoring reports prepared by the secretariat,” as the Board is “accountable for results 
of the implementa�on of the gender policy.” Since 2021, no monitoring report has been submited to the 
Board. That said, other documenta�on reflects broader progress in policy implementa�on at the 
conceptual and opera�onal levels. 

Conceptually, the original GP has led to a codifica�on of human rights-based, gender-responsive, and 
gender-transforma�ve approaches (GAP in AF 2021a; AF-KP 2020b). Its update emphasizes the 
commitment to intersec�onality of gender (AF, 2021a; AF-KP, 2022e). It also clarifies the mutually 
reinforcing dynamic where “addressing gender issues and promo�ng gender equality in an integral way 
throughout the Fund’s work also contributes to and strengthens the effec�veness, efficiency, and 
sustainability” (GAP in AF, 2021a). 

Opera�onally, the 2016 GP supposed a major milestone fully reflected in the OPG. This enables developing 
country Par�es and their en��es to access resources from the Fund, sta�ng that the “gender policy shall 
be applied throughout all the project/programme implementa�on phases, including design, execu�on, 
monitoring, and evalua�on” (para. 36 of the 2022 OPG; AF, 2022i). This is par�cularly relevant as the GP 
upgraded the range of gender considera�ons in project proposals to include mandatory mainstreaming 
and data disaggrega�on (AF-KP, 2020c), which today includes requirements for Integra�ng Gender into 
the Adapta�on Fund Project/Programme Cycle.  
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These considera�ons range from proposal-stage gender assessments and meaningful, comprehensive 
gender-responsive stakeholder consulta�on, to the implementa�on of a project/programme-specific 
gender ac�on plan and gender-responsive results framework, among others (2021 GP; AF, 2022c). Indeed, 
the 2017 project proposal template requests submi�ng en��es to assess GP compliance as part of 
jus�fica�on and implementa�on arrangements and to sign a cer�fica�on of commitment to the GP, which 
is congruent with the requirements for ESP (see previous paragraph). 

Once submited, the Board reviews the eligibility of specific proposals by reviewing, among other criteria, 
if they contribute to “advancing gender equality and the empowerment of women and girls” (para. 17 of 
2022 SPPG; AF, 2022h). According to available documenta�on, insufficient compliance with the GP is the 
second most important factor (34 per cent of all 99 unsuccessful proposals between 2018 and 2021) for 
non-approval of fully formulated projects. This is interpreted as a driver for higher quality projects 
approved by the Board in recent years (Figure 19 of AF-TERG, 2021a). 

Beyond proposals, the GP has also induced updates in the PPR in 2019. The template now includes a 
default repor�ng requirement on compliance with the Fund’s GP at all project stages (AF-KP, 2020c). 
Overall, the original and updated GP seem to have had a substan�al influence on the Fund’s capacity to 
report on disaggregated data as requested by the methodologies. The first core impact indicator (“number 
of beneficiaries”) “is expressed in absolute numbers of beneficiaries disaggregated by category of 
repor�ng (direct/indirect) and gender reported at the project level” (AF, 2014). 

That said, the 2019 results framework indicators (AF, 2019a) are largely gender-blind. There is only one 
gender-disaggregated indicator and no gender lens on the outcome covering support to vulnerable 
people.13 Moreover, the 2022 APR (AF, 2023a), does not provide gender-specific data for total numbers of 
direct and indirect beneficiaries of the Fund´s historic and current por�olio. 

Apart from data, the GP has also induced an evolving ambi�on in terms of gender-transforma�ve 
adapta�on from an increasingly complex understanding, including intersec�onality of gender and gender-
related differences in vulnerability (AF, 2021a; AF-KP, 2022e). This is expected to be further opera�onalized 
in updated opera�onal templates and reviewed guidance notes (GAP in AF, 2021a; guidance note available 
in AF, 2022c). 

As the revised FEs cover projects approved prior to the original GP launch in 2016, the gender-related 
findings are mixed at best. Some projects have achieved significant progress in empowering women and 
their organiza�ons (such as associa�ons and coopera�ves) at all levels (FE2, 2021; FE9, 2019; FE10, 2019; 
FE11, 2020; FE26, 2019, among others). They have validated the mutually reinforcing dynamics of gender 
equality and adapta�on, for instance by sta�ng that “groups with more women and women groups were 
more efficient in implementa�on and func�oning and able to generate expected results” (FE21, 2017). At 
the same �me, others lacked minimal gender-responsive trac�on due to weak planning (FE7, 2019; FE15, 
2019; FE17, 2019; FE19, 2017). Some even led to the “par�cipa�on of women in a secondary role, both in 
the development of produc�ve ac�vi�es and in decision-making” (FE7, 2019). 

Although a requirement since 2011, gender-disaggregated data are not available systema�cally in all FEs. 
Only 17 (around 60 per cent) of FEs provide some disaggregated data and the remaining 11 (around 40 

 
13 Outcome 6: “Diversified and strengthened livelihoods and sources of income for vulnerable people in targeted 
areas” (2019 Strategic Results Framework, AF 2019a). 
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per cent) show a lack thereof. At the level of monitoring, based on available documenta�on, fully 
opera�onaliza�on of  the GP and GAP face similar challenges. While the PMM summary report (AF-KP, 
2019b) dedicates one of its eight themes to “gender-responsive interven�ons,” the remaining themes lack 
any references to the role of women and girls.  

Most recent PMM reports address gender equality and the empowerment of women and girls in a 
superficial manner at best, except for missions in Chile (AF, 2019d) and Rwanda (AF, 2019e). For instance, 
the reports for Cook Islands (AF, 2019c), Samoa (AF, 2019b), Seychelles (AF, 2021b) and West Africa Volta 
Basin (AF, 2022f) only review gender-related aspects in a fragmented manner, while the report for Costa 
Rica (AF, 2020) lacks any meaningful reference. This seems to be congruent with the guide for PMM that 
reports only includes two gender-related ques�ons of 21 ques�ons accompanying the mission’s learning 
objec�ves.14  

Learning & sharing (both policies): The ESP and GP have been implemented in the context of two MTS 
focusing on learning and sharing as a strategic pillar of the Fund’s work. However, only the GP entails a 
specific commitment to learning and knowledge genera�on as a priority area of the current GAP workplan 
2021-2023. Meanwhile, the ESP lacks provisions in terms of learning and sharing (AF, 2016a). Progress in 
GP implementa�on, including the learning area, has not yet been monitored systema�cally (see above). 
As outlined above (sec�on 4.4), the overall learning and sharing por�olio at the Fund has been primarily 
focused on KP and training modules in past years, which included two specific studies on gender equality. 
A 2020 study (AF-KP, 2020c) summarizes experiences with gender mainstreaming in five Fund projects 
(three of which have also been evaluated: FE5, 2018; FE21, 2017; FE27, 2018). It finds that “integra�ng 
gender elements (into) project design, implementa�on, monitoring, and evalua�on has had mul�faceted 
benefits.” 

A series of factors for successful gender mainstreaming is being iden�fied. These factors include use of 
gender assessments, collabora�on of gender focal points, involvement of local women’s groups, and 
adequate repor�ng, among others. In 2022, a prospec�ve study based on case studies from other 
organiza�ons (AF-KP, 2022e) concluded that the Fund could benefit from “document [project-level] lessons 
learned and best prac�ces on how to apply intersec�onal approaches throughout the project/programme 
cycle.”  

Although there are no specific KP on the ESP, different thema�c KP address dis�nct elements of the ESP 
and the GP. One is related to their relevance in ensuring that local inclusion and consulta�on is effec�ve 
throughout the project cycle (AF-KP, 2020b) and that youth becomes a strong adapta�on player (AF-KP, 
2022d). For its part, in its summary of PMM reports, AF-KP (2019b) is rela�vely silent on ESP-related 
contents. However, it addresses GP-relevant aspects in a dedicated chapter that describes lessons learned 
and success factors congruent with ones outlined by the 2020 study men�oned above. In addi�on to the 
KP, the Fund also offers an e-learning course for NIEs to beter address environmental and social and 
gender considera�ons in project design and implementa�on (AF, 2023a)15 and the technical assistance 
grants for NIEs requiring capacity support to implement both policies (AF-KP, 2020a; AF-KP, 2022g), already 
men�oned above.  

 
14 Reviewed in annexes of reports in 2019 Samoa (AF, 2019b) and Cook Islands (AF, 2019c). 
15 According to htps://www.adapta�on-fund.org/document-type/e-courses/ as well as htps://www.adapta�on-
fund.org/knowledge-learning/knowledge-themes/gender/.  

https://www.adaptation-fund.org/document-type/e-courses/
https://www.adaptation-fund.org/knowledge-learning/knowledge-themes/gender/
https://www.adaptation-fund.org/knowledge-learning/knowledge-themes/gender/
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5.1.5. What is missing in the available evidence and analysis? 

Equity (ESP) 

- review of readiness offerings from a perspec�ve of ESP policy implementa�on 
- analysis of lessons learned with ESP compliance within project monitoring (including mid-term 

reports) 
- compara�ve analysis of projects approved pre- and post-ESP with a view to how equity 

considera�ons are reflected in mid-term reports and, ideally, FEs 
Gender equality (GP) 

- compara�ve analysis of projects approved pre- and post-GP with a view to how gender 
considera�ons are reflected in mid-term reports and, ideally, FEs 

- analysis of GAP 2021-2023 implementa�on and monitoring 
- review of GP compliance at the macro and meso level of the Fund, par�cularly with a focus on 

results frameworks, core indicators, etc. 
Learning and sharing (both policies) 

- structured review of the learning agenda of the exis�ng policy framework at the Fund and which 
quality aspects might be relevant for new and/or updated Fund policies in the future 

- assessment of the experience, if any, in South-South learning and sharing around ESP and GP 
compliance 
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5.2. How has the Fund addressed the systemic issues influencing its work? 

 

5.2.1. In a nutshell, what are the main findings? 

In recent years, the Fund has improved its understanding of systemic challenges influencing its overall 
performance. The MTS-II, for example, lists a series of issues, primarily within the context in which the 
Fund operates. At the same �me, the Fund has yet to develop a more comprehensive, risk-sensi�ve 
approach to ownership of its opera�ons. Nor has it gone beyond process-related dimensions elements of 
effec�veness by ensuring that key elements of adapta�on effec�veness are achieved. It also lacks nuance 
in its ambi�ous approach to engaging local players and suppor�ng their capaci�es, par�cularly to maintain 
results from Fund-supported projects. 

 

5.2.2. Why are we asking this question? 

The success of the Fund largely depends on its capacity to fully understand and address the systemic issues 
affec�ng its overall performance and the ul�mate impact of the projects financed. These are largely 
embedded in overall barriers to effec�ve climate finance. However, for the Fund, they specifically relate 
to actual and poten�al external limita�ons to suppor�ng and empowering vulnerable groups and 
ecosystems. The MTS-II reviews these factors as part of the demanding external context. This includes risks 
of maladapta�on and lack of actual results; donor-driven agendas not aligned to na�onal priori�es; and 
top-down approaches with litle respect to local players, which the Fund commits to addressing through 
three “principles for impact and effec�veness”, namely quality, ownership, and local par�cipa�on. 

 

5.2.3. What elements do we look at to answer this question? 

To assess the extent to which the Fund has addressed key systemic issues iden�fied in the MTS-II, the 
following pages will review relevance (degree to which country ownership is supported to avoid donor-
driven approaches), effec�veness (degree to which the Fund focuses on adapta�on effec�veness), and LLA 
(degree to which local empowerment is supported by the Fund and its projects). These criteria will be 
assessed with a par�cular perspec�ve on overcoming the iden�fied systemic issues men�oned above as 
per available documenta�on. The contents complement the summaries of these criteria in sec�ons 4.1 
(for relevance and LLA) and 4.4 (for effec�veness). 

 

5.2.4. What is the evidence telling us to answer this question? 

Relevance: The MTS-II stresses that “ownership maters” and can be ensured through alignment with 
na�onal strategies and climate-related instruments. These include the Na�onal Adapta�on Plan (NAP), 
Na�onally Determined Contribu�ons (NDCs) and Adapta�on Communica�ons; accredita�on of na�onal 
en��es as core implemen�ng partners of the Fund por�olio; and the use of na�onal systems, including 
through direct access modali�es (AF, 2022b). As outlined in sec�on 5.1., available documenta�on shows 
that direct access cons�tutes a strong driver behind the Fund´s respect of country ownership and 
alignment. This modality is being con�nuously upgraded to enable access not only to accredited NIEs but 
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also to local and vulnerable groups. That said, challenges remain as few eligible countries (around one out 
of five) have accredited NIEs at the Fund and those accredited do not always gain access to actual funding. 
At the opera�onal level, country ownership and alignment to na�onal priori�es are not systema�cally 
assessed yet in available studies. However, FEs indicate that most interven�ons are aligned to na�onal and 
o�en subna�onal policies and ins�tu�onal priori�es (see below). 

Given the rela�vely limited evidence and data on the different facets and implica�ons of country 
ownership, gaps in the assessment of related risks and threats are not surprising. In Fund-level decisions 
for example, these gaps include in-depth reviews of how project proposals align with which priori�es and 
who owns them; whether there are possible fric�ons between na�onal and local priori�es; or how these 
policies being supported by the Fund relate to ESP and GP provisions. There are also gaps in assessing 
related risks and threats at the level of project implementa�on. For example, they need to systema�cally 
analyse na�onal and local stakeholders and their priori�es throughout the project cycle; cri�cally review 
possible over-reliance on exis�ng contacts and networks that might be detrimental to the interests of the 
targeted vulnerable groups; or iden�fy lessons learned with country ownership and alignment as part of 
repor�ng and evalua�on, which can ul�mately feed into broader KP. 

Effec�veness: According to the MTS-II (AF, 2022b), the success of climate finance is con�ngent on the 
quality of adapta�on ini�a�ves being funded and their respec�ve results. Fund-level documenta�on 
provides ample insights into its approaches to adapta�on effec�veness, which cascades from its goal and 
vision to its mission to “accelerat[e] effec�ve adapta�on ac�on and efficient access to finance (…) by 
suppor�ng country-driven adapta�on projects and programmes, innova�on, and learning with concrete 
results at the local level that can be scaled up.” The opera�onaliza�on in the three strategic pillars (see 
sec�on 4.4) is congruent with the ambi�on to enable effec�ve and high quality adapta�on efforts, 
par�cularly at the local level and in benefit of the most vulnerable groups. The later aspects of effec�ve 
adapta�on are reviewed in detail by Fund studies covering gender equality (AF-KP, 2020b; AF-KP, 2022e), 
youth empowerment (AF-KP, 2022d), and LLA (AF-KP, 2020b), among others, showcasing relevant 
elements to consider building adap�ve capacity, strengthen resilience, and reduce vulnerability. 

The PMM summary report (AF-KP, 2019b) outlines similar process-oriented aspects of adapta�on 
effec�veness from stakeholder engagement to gender responsiveness and inter-ins�tu�onal 
collabora�on. That said, while the Fund has been reviewed in its role as an effec�ve adapta�on finance 
provider (for instance through the 2021 MTR; AF-TERG, 2021a), there is only incipient data and analysis of 
how the opera�onal por�olio is contribu�ng to adapta�on effec�veness.  

While the secretariat is in the process of revising the Fund´s Strategic Results Framework and related core 
indicators to address methodological challenges, the 2022 APR (AF, 2023a) offers a few aggregated 
preliminary results16 for the Fund’s current core impact indicators. It states that 10.65 million people 
directly benefited from reduced vulnerability of their communi�es and an increased adap�ve capacity to 
respond to the impacts of climate change, on occasions further supported by a total of 516 early warning 
systems (impact 1). Moreover, 99 policies were introduced or adjusted to address climate change risks at 
the local, regional, or na�onal level (impact 2), while ecosystem resilience was increased through the 
crea�on, protec�on, or rehabilita�on of 575,699 ha of natural habitats, and the protec�on of 162,275 m 

 
16 These “preliminary results” are based on the planned results included in the approved project documents and thus 
prospec�ve future results, according to the 2022 APR (AF, 2023a). 
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of coastline (impact 3). So far, the degree of adapta�on effec�veness based on these, or other indicators, 
have not been assessed systema�cally. Possible risks related to systemic issues have not yet been iden�fied 
or described either at the aggregate or at the project levels.  

The FEs reviewed for this rapid evalua�on show a mixed picture for both impacts and outcomes achieved, 
with impacts being iden�fied in an uneven manner, and outcomes appearing to be highly context-specific 
and dependent on local condi�ons. FEs document good progress in outcomes, par�cularly for farmers and 
agricultural resilience (FE4, 2021; FE11, 2020; FE12, 2020; FE16, 2017; FE19, 2017; FE26, 2019) and early 
warning systems (FE3, 2019; FE7, 2019), among others. At the same �me, findings also refer to significant 
shortcomings in ensuring adapta�on effec�veness, specifically due to weak planning and lack of 
monitoring capaci�es (FE2, 2021; FE10, 2019; FE13, 2018; FE14, 2021; FE22, 2016; FE28, 2015), poli�cal 
decisions and weak governance (FE14, 2021; FE20, 2016) or even nega�ve environmental impacts (FE3, 
2019). According to the documenta�on reviewed, these risk factors – poten�ally harming the quality and 
effec�veness of adapta�on efforts supported by the Fund – are not yet fully integrated into the Fund´s 
policies and procedures. Nor have they been systema�zed in ways that enable a beter understanding of 
these risks and how to mi�gate them in benefit of adapta�on effec�veness. 

Locally led adapta�on: To avoid the “top-down approach” of early adapta�on ini�a�ves and address 
related risks for maladapta�on poten�ally harming local communi�es and vulnerable groups,17 the MTS-
II (AF, 2022b) outlines the vital need for local par�cipa�on and empowerment. It refers specifically to the 
eight principles for Locally Led Adapta�on Ac�on proposed by the Global Commission on Adapta�on in 
2021. LLA is well documented by the Fund throughout almost all KP and as a cross-cu�ng issue of the 
MTS. It is also extensively covered by the 2019 PMM report (AF-KP, 2019b), the 2021 MTR (AF-TERG, 
2021a), and the 2022 APR (AF, 2023a), among others (see for more detail sec�on 4.1).  

The MTS-II (AF, 2022b) states that “all of the Fund’s ac�vi�es are designed to promote locally based or 
locally led ac�on” which is also consistently reflected in the respec�ve policies (ESP and GP). It is, however, 
less specifically anchored in project approval procedures: none of the eligibility criteria of the SPPG (AF, 
2022h) refer to local dimensions.  

Beyond progress made in LLA, available studies and analysis also iden�fy risks and shortcomings to be 
considered. This is especially the case for local capacity to access and manage adapta�on finance and 
maintain local results, which might be a substan�al roadblock for local empowerment (AF-KP, 2020c; AF-
KP, 2022c; AF-KP, 2022d). The FEs document this concern in more detail than this rapid evalua�on (see 
sec�on 4.1). So far, these risks and their impact have not been comprehensively explored. According to 
available documenta�on, there is a lack of specific strategies to address them. Overall, the risks of weak 
local capacity for project effec�veness and sustainability, among others, are not yet reflected in exis�ng 
evidence and analysis. 

 

 
17 The MTS-II risk assessment (AF, 2022b) states the risk that “adapta�on finance might not sufficiently reach the 
local level and engage local actors and the most vulnerable communi�es and social groups, thereby hindering the 
impact and sustainability of funded ac�vi�es.” 
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5.2.5. What is missing in the available evidence and analysis? 

Relevance 

- review of ownership-related risks at the Fund level and for the opera�onal por�olio, and how 
these are (not) being addressed 

- analysis of experiences addressing these risks with targeted mi�ga�on ac�ons 
Effec�veness 

- systema�c review of contribu�ons of the opera�onal por�olio (actual projects at least at 
midpoint) to adapta�on effec�veness 

- analysis of recurrent gaps and shortcomings for projects to contribute to effec�ve adapta�on 
risks, and related medium- and long-term risks for the Fund’s work 

Locally led adapta�on 

- review of LLA considera�ons in project approval processes beyond the ESP/safeguards perspec�ve 
- assessment of risks of weak local capacity for project effec�veness and sustainability, and 

implica�ons for Fund-level impacts and outcomes 
 

5.3. Specifically, how are Fund operations aligned (or not) with national adaptation 
strategies and processes? 

 

5.3.1. In a nutshell, what are the main findings? 

Through direct access to climate finance, alignment to na�onal strategies and processes cons�tutes an 
inherent dimension of the Fund’s work with a notably increased capacity to support adapta�on through 
local policies and plans. However, the alignment of different funding windows to na�onal priori�es, 
demands, and opportuni�es is not fully explored in available evidence. Gaps remain in reviewing country 
ownership as part of the Fund’s strategic focus and opera�onal por�olio. 

 

5.3.2. Why are we asking this question? 

Beyond direct access to adapta�on finance through accredita�on, a key ingredient to ensuring country 
ownership is grounded in the alignment of the Fund’s opera�ons with na�onal adapta�on strategies and 
processes, as outlined in the Ac�on pillar of the current MTS-II.18 Fund opera�ons entail primarily funded 
projects but also exis�ng funding windows, readiness support, and analy�cal work geared towards 
enabling effec�ve na�onal and local adapta�on efforts. So far, a comprehensive overview of the Fund’s 
role in suppor�ng and coordina�ng with na�onal strategies and processes – and more broadly, in terms 
of suppor�ng country ownership – has not yet been done. Thus, the next paragraphs will explore in more 
detail the exis�ng evidence and analysis in this mater as an ini�al assessment. 

 
18 Full descrip�on of this strategic pillar (emphasis added): “Developing countries are supported in undertaking and 
accelera�ng high quality, local level, and scalable adapta�on projects and programmes that are aligned with their 
national adaptation strategies and processes.” 
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5.3.3. What elements do we look at to answer this question? 

The alignment of the Fund’s opera�ons to na�onal strategies and processes is inherently linked to 
relevance as the main criterion (degree to which na�onal strategies and processes are considered for the 
Fund’s opera�ons). 

 

5.3.4. What is the evidence telling us to answer this question? 

Relevance: In principle, alignment to na�onal strategies and policies is pursued in the strategic pillar 
“Ac�on” of the current MTS-II. However, in prac�ce, alignment to na�onal policies, frameworks, and 
processes only finds limited reflec�ons in core documenta�on such as the MTS-II (men�oned three �mes; 
AF, 2022b), the 2021 MTR (twice; AF-TERG, 2021a), and the 2022 APR (twice; AF, 2023a). As outlined in 
sec�on 5.1, the Fund can rely on a “built-in” alignment to na�onal strategies and processes by accredi�ng 
and providing direct access to up to two NIEs in each country. These are selected by na�onal governments 
and usually operate at the heart of the na�onal adapta�on agenda. Several NIEs are lead en��es for 
na�onal planning and financing of climate-resilient development. These include government en��es of 
planning and interna�onal coopera�on (Cook Islands, Chile, Jamaica, Jordan), environment (An�gua and 
Barbuda, Benin, Bhutan, Kenya, Micronesia, Rwanda, Tanzania, Uganda, Zimbabwe) and financing 
(Ethiopia, India, Tuvalu), all of which are inherently involved in na�onal policies and processes.  

The Fund has advanced substan�ally in expanding country-driven and direct access. This has occurred 
through the conven�onal pathway of accredita�on (allowing two NIEs instead of the previous single-NIE 
approach). However, it has also expanded via more flexible direct access formats, including through 
streamlined accredita�on of smaller NIEs; EDA benefi�ng smaller, local en��es; as well as through 
enabling climate finance access by non-accredited en��es and sub-na�onal actors through the innova�on 
aggregators (see sec�on 4.1). However, given that less than a third of the 132 Fund projects approved by 
June 2022 were led by NIEs, in prac�ce, most Fund-level projects are implemented by MIEs and 
increasingly RIEs. In this context, alignment is not automa�cally given, at least in comparison with direct 
access. However, available evidence and documenta�on remains largely silent on relevance in terms of 
the opera�onal por�olio. 

Evidence from the FEs shows that na�onal policies and processes are o�en directly supported although 
not necessarily considered systema�cally in all projects concluded in recent years. The evidence also hints 
at a need for a deeper understanding of what na�onal strategies and processes entail, including in capacity 
and ins�tu�onal terms (FE1, 2020; FE14, 2021; FE15, 2019; FE20, 2016; FE21, 2017). They also point to 
the need to understand how they relate to local and territorial plans, processes, and capaci�es (FE7, 2019; 
FE11, 2020; FE12, 2020; FE18, 2018; FE21, 2017). This is especially the case in light of the Fund’s push for 
local leadership in adapta�on efforts where capaci�es appear to be a significant issue for project 
effec�veness and sustainability (see sec�on 4.2 above). 

Beyond the direct access and project-level dimensions, the analysis of the Fund’s alignment to na�onal 
priori�es and processes is incipient at best. This affects funding windows, readiness support, and analy�cal 
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work alike. For instance, the range of available funding windows has increased substan�ally19 and high 
early response rates seem to reflect consistent government interest (AF-TERG, 2021a). However, available 
analysis focuses mainly on the implementa�on challenges such as slow set-up and long approval processes 
(AF-TERG, 2021a; AF-TERG, 2022b, among others). It stresses that one “key constraint has been a lack of 
clarity on the concepts and intended purpose underpinning the new windows”. At the same �me, it calls  
for “guidelines, examples, and capacity building [to] support eligible Par�es to design and implement high-
quality adapta�on projects and programmes, based upon country-driven priori�es” (AF-TERG, 2021a). At 
this stage, exis�ng documenta�on does not explore the extent to which the design and implementa�on 
of dis�nct funding windows specifically respond to these country-driven priori�es. 

For its part, addressing NIEs, the Fund Readiness Programme features the “built-in” alignment to na�onal 
strategies and processes, as men�oned above. While the programme is heavily focused on project cycle 
management, it also provides learning and sharing opportuni�es to build capaci�es for na�onal and local 
climate ac�on, thus contribu�ng to country ownership in line with na�onal processes (AF-KP, 2020a).  

Finally, the Fund’s research and analy�cal work does not necessarily emerge from a consistent 
considera�on of developing countries’ learning or capacity priori�es. It occasionally refers to na�onal 
strategies and processes in dedicated case studies on youth (AF-KP, 2022d), gender (AF-KP, 2020c), and 
LLA (AF-KP, 2020b). The 2019 PMM report (AF-KP, 2019b) reflects on key elements for country ownership 
and implicitly relates to alignment to na�onal and local processes and capaci�es, thus offering deeper 
insights into the alignment of Fund projects under implementa�on. Overall, provisions for and experiences 
with aligning the Fund’s overall opera�ons to na�onal priori�es and processes are emerging, but not 
sufficiently assessed in available documenta�on. 

 

5.3.5. What is missing in the available evidence and analysis? 

Relevance 

- detailed and nuanced assessment of alignment of the Fund opera�onal por�olio to na�onal 
strategies and processes, including dis�nc�ons between direct access and non-direct access 
modali�es 

- review of relevance of funding windows from the perspec�ve of country priori�es and possible 
impact of iden�fied “lack of clarity” on effec�ve alignment to na�onal and local strategies and 
processes 

- analysis of the current suite of KP and how topics are being selected against relevance to, and 
alignment to, developing countries’ priori�es and key interests in learning 

 

5.4. How have the different processes (accreditation, etc.) or funding modalities (such as 
readiness, facilities, or funding windows) contributed to the priorities of the Fund? 

 

 
19 Between 2018 and 2021 alone, the Fund added seven new windows: innova�on large grants, innova�on small 
grants, the AFCIA, the Enhanced Direct Access window, the learning small grants, readiness package grants, and the 
scale-up grants. 
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5.4.1. In a nutshell, what are the main findings? 

In the context of the two MTS cycles, the Fund has clarified its priori�es packaged in three strategic pillars, 
which s�ll seem to showcase uneven progress (see sec�on 4.4). The Fund’s underlying logic is not fully 
ar�culated. The theory of change proposed by MTS-II does not clarify how different processes and 
modali�es, including funding windows, contribute to the strategic pillars and how these pillars contribute 
to the overall goal, going beyond providing funding (as inputs). Alterna�ve scenarios are not systema�cally 
explored, leading, among other elements, to a limited understanding of cost effec�veness and �meliness 
of both conven�onal and newer modali�es the Fund deploys to achieve its priori�es. 

 

5.4.2. Why are we asking this question? 

In past years, the Fund has dedicated significant resources to improving its processes and modali�es. This 
has aimed to successfully accomplish its mission and implement the three strategic pillars that underpin 
this mission effec�vely, as outlined in the first and second MTS and respec�ve implementa�on plans. Do 
these investments contribute to the Fund´s priori�es? This ques�on is key to iden�fying lessons learned 
in terms of ins�tu�onal performance, and more so in a moment of con�nued growth of the relevance, 
scope, and impact of the Fund.  

 

5.4.3. What elements do we look at to answer this question? 

This ques�on will explore findings of available documenta�on in terms of effec�veness (extent to which 
processes and modali�es have contributed to the Fund’s three strategic pillars in a tangible way) and 
efficiency (degree to which investments made in processes and modali�es have accelerated achievements 
in the three strategic pillars in a cost-effec�ve manner). 

 

5.4.4. What is the evidence telling us to answer this question? 

Effec�veness: Overall, available evidence and analysis reflect uneven progress in the strategic pillars. The 
Ac�on pillar (concrete projects) is the most advanced, the Innova�on pillar s�ll largely incipient, and the 
Learning & Sharing pillar fragmented in its advances (based on the 2021 MTR and subsequently addressed 
by AF, 2022g; for more details on progress in the strategic pillars, see sec�on 4.4). 

So far, there is no systema�c assessment of how different conven�onal and newer processes and 
modali�es have contributed to achieving expected results in the strategic pillars. The underlying logic of 
the Fund work, outlined in the MTS-II (AF, 2022b) as part of the theory of change, is primarily looking into 
upstream assump�ons by linking the strategic pillars to fulfilment of the Fund’s missions.20 Downstream 
assump�ons have not yet been developed, resul�ng in limited clarity of which elements might enable the 
Fund to achieve the strategic pillars effec�vely. 

 
20 See for instance assump�on 3 of the MTS-II: “Dedicated support for enhanced adapta�on ac�on, innova�on, and 
learning provided to developing countries through inclusive, transparent, and efficient processes is a key enabler for 
accelerated and effec�ve adapta�on for the most vulnerable countries and communi�es” (AF, 2022b). 
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In the context of the recently finalized thema�c evalua�on on innova�on, this gap in assessment has 
become evident. One of the most cri�cal findings of this evalua�on related to the effec�veness of chosen 
modali�es in the Innova�on pillar (“the progress in terms of numbers of projects and amounts disbursed 
by Fund administered funding windows [is] not promising […] and must be seen as an early indica�on of 
their effec�veness, five years a�er the Innova�on pillar was established and over three years since the 
Innova�on Facility launched its first funding window”). This was candidly contested by the management 
response: “the absence of mature projects at this �me is not in any way surprising, and indeed, it would 
not be realis�c to expect mature projects, par�cularly of the larger size, in this �meframe rela�vely soon 
a�er the launch of the modali�es themselves” (AF, 2023c).  

According to available data, other modali�es face similar challenges to meet funding targets. Only four 
grants for learning have been approved since 2020 (see sec�on 4.3) and only one scaling-up grant has 
been approved (in Rwanda), according to AF (2022a) and AF (2023a). At this stage, lessons learned and 
comprehensive data on the performance of specific funding windows are not fully available. Their 
individual and combined contribu�on to the strategic pillars and expected results have not been analysed 
in available documenta�on. 

Efficiency: For this rapid evalua�on, cost effec�veness and �meliness in the use of Fund resources 
primarily relate to the accredita�on process and the funding modali�es. The available documenta�on 
broadly suggests that the accredita�on process increases efficiency of the Fund’s work, par�cularly in the 
proposal approval process as per respec�ve KP, AF-TERG (2021a), among others. 

That said, there is only incipient reflec�on on the cost of accredita�on and re-accredita�on.21 This is true 
not only for the Fund (through the Readiness Programme and related technical assistance, plus secretariat 
costs to coordinate with and support prospec�ve and actual NIE), but for IEs themselves. Considera�on of 
cost effec�veness needs to include the country cap (currently at USD 20 million); the temporary nature of 
accredita�on (set to five years, more details in AF-KP, 2022g); and the risk of losing accredita�on, for 
instance due to government restructuring of NIEs (documented in the cases of Argen�na -FE6 2019- and 
Rwanda -FE5 2018-). 

Beyond strategic and poli�cal considera�ons of direct access as a country-driven modality, available 
evidence and analysis do not offer insights on whether these accredita�on costs are below the probable 
addi�onal costs of non-accredita�on scenario. Data show that most Fund projects and resources are not 
allocated to NIEs but to MIEs and RIEs. Most of these might already have sufficiently solid fiduciary 
standards and safeguards pre-accredita�on (see, for instance, results from survey for AF-KP, 2022g).22 

Current funding modali�es have not yet been assessed against their cost effec�veness and �meliness in 
delivering the strategic pillars of the Fund. Evidence from the 2021 MTR (AF-TERG, 2021a) stresses the 
pace of se�ng up and implemen�ng funding windows is below expecta�ons. The review finds that “the 
project pipeline and approval under the new funding windows have been slower than foreseen in the IP” 

 
21 A thema�c evalua�on on accredita�on is being conducted by the AF-TERG at the �me of wri�ng, but findings were 
not yet available to be used in this rapid evalua�on. 
22 According to AF-KP, 2022g, 72 per cent of survey respondents (from 22 total re-accredited IEs, which included nine 
NIEs, 10 MIEs, and three RIEs) indicated the re-accredita�on process was neutral or had a somewhat low or low 
contribu�on to increasing ins�tu�onal capacity. This indicated that advanced ins�tu�onal capacity, and par�cularly 
safeguards, were already in place. 
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and that “opera�onalizing the two largest new windows — the innova�on large grants and the EDA 
window — took the first half of the strategic period rather than the one year envisioned in the IP 
[implementa�on plan].” A slow path in delivering funding is also being discussed in the thema�c evalua�on 
on innova�on and the respec�ve management response (AF, 2023c).  

Moreover, there is no evidence or analysis so far on the financial and human resource effort invested by 
the secretariat in designing, se�ng up, and managing the new funding windows, let alone a compara�ve 
review of cost effec�veness across dis�nct windows and other possible funding mechanisms. Both the 
respec�ve thema�c evalua�on, and to a lesser extent, AF-KP (2020b) (LLA) and AF-KP (2022d) (youth), 
offer basic comparison of remarkably dis�nct funding mechanisms under the “innova�on facility”. 
However, they do not explore efficiency and resource use considera�ons in rela�on to the innova�on 
aggregators with UNDP and UNEP, among others. 

 

5.4.5. What is missing in the available evidence and analysis? 

Effec�veness 

- review of expected and actual contribu�ons of the funding windows to the achievement of the 
three strategic pillars 

- compara�ve analysis of lessons learned with the funding windows 
- explora�ve analysis of possible complementary modali�es suppor�ng the achievement of the 

strategic pillars 
Efficiency 

- assessment and quan�fica�on of the total cost of successful accredita�on processes, including 
costs for developing countries´ ins�tu�ons and the secretariat 

- assessment and quan�fica�on of the accumula�ve cost of the funding windows in terms of 
design, set-up, roll out, and implementa�on, par�cularly for the most recent windows created 
for innova�on, project scale-up, learning, and EDA, respec�vely, and as part of a compara�ve 
analysis of different funding mechanisms under the “innova�on facility” 
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5.5. Evidence gaps at the Meso-level topics with insufficient evidence from reviewed 
documents 

5.5.1. In relation to criteria of the Fund’s Evaluation Policy 

Relevance: The actual alignment of the Fund’s opera�onal por�olio requires deeper analysis, while the 
role of country ownership as a key considera�on for funding windows and analy�cal work might be further 
explored to generate overall Fund-level consistency. 

Effec�veness: The contribu�on of the actual opera�onal por�olio to adapta�on effec�veness might be 
systema�cally reviewed to address recurrent, o�en systemic, project-level gaps and shortcomings. The 
expected and actual contribu�ons of the funding windows to the strategic pillars might be assessed based 
on quan�ta�ve data and lessons learned, and with an open eye to alterna�ve, complementary modali�es. 

Efficiency: The actual costs of accredita�on processes and of funding windows should be assessed and 
quan�fied to generate fundamental metrics for reviewing Fund-level efficiency. 

Equity (ESP): A deeper compara�ve analysis of how ESP compliance influences project quality could link 
the policy with actual influence on progress in equity at the opera�onal level. 

 

5.5.2. In relation to cross-cutting themes 

Learning and sharing (on policies): The learning dimension of the exis�ng and possible future policies 
could be strengthened with a view to improve policy quality and effec�veness. 

Locally led adapta�on: A beter understanding of local capacity – as a systemic issue – needed for projects’ 
effec�veness and sustainability could help iden�fy respec�ve opportuni�es and risks more explicitly. 

Gender equality: A review of experiences with GP compliance at the project level could be complemented 
by monitoring GAP implementa�on and a review of GP compliance of the Fund itself. 
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6. Micro: Findings related to projects and activities financed by the Fund 

 

6.1. In summary, what are emerging key messages from projects and activities in terms of 
the nine evaluation criteria outlined in the Fund’s new Evaluation Policy? 

 

6.1.1. In a nutshell, what are the main findings? 

The FEs and ex-post evalua�ons examined in this rapid evalua�on provide valuable insights into the 
performance of the ini�al projects financed by the Fund. The findings suggest these projects demonstrated 
a strong degree of relevance and coherence with na�onal and, in some cases, local policies, as well as 
coherence with ac�vi�es of other interna�onal adapta�on players. However, their effec�veness, 
efficiency, impact, and adap�ve management showed varying levels of success. The concrete benefits in 
terms of equity, scalability, and sustainability, on the other hand, remain largely uncertain and rarely 
discussed in the FEs. 

The rapid evalua�on decided to measure the historic projects against the ambi�ous criteria outlined in 
the recent Evalua�on Policy, primarily with the aim of evidence mapping and iden�fying a first set of 
lessons learned. Certain strengths are evident, but there are also notable gaps in the evidence concerning 
effec�veness (a component of the old evalua�on framework) and in equity considera�ons (a new 
criterion). These gaps undermine the overall quality of impact and sustainability assessments presented 
in the available FEs. 

Based on the specific evalua�on criteria, the main messages and findings can be summarized as follows: 

The relevance of adapta�on projects financed by the Fund can be considered high according to the 
reviewed FEs. Interven�ons show strong alignment to na�onal and local strategies and programmes, even 
though the analysis of policy and ins�tu�onal environment tends to be broad and tensions between 
government levels are mostly overlooked. 

Project-level coherence is advanced among projects with dynamic in-field complementarity, replica�on, 
scale-up, and good prac�ces. It o�en relies on the Fund’s role as a solu�ons ini�ator and contributor to 
inter-agency knowledge. However, there are also signs of the burden of coordina�on with influence on 
the speed of delivery. 

The effec�veness of Fund-financed projects remains difficult to assess as reviewed FEs use effec�veness-
related terms in inconsistent ways and come to mixed conclusions. Among other aspects, they state that 
almost a third of projects have only achieved part of the planned results and almost 15 per cent failed to 
make a tangible contribu�on to climate adapta�on, primarily due to poor planning. 

Efficiency can be considered uncertain based on the FEs reviewed, which primarily focus on basic elements 
of cost effec�veness without considering other efficiency criteria. FEs iden�fied a series of caveats, 
par�cularly in terms of inadequate planning, opera�onal failures, and excessive management costs. 

Impact has been uneven overall, but it is consistently mapped for around half of Fund-financed projects. 
This is especially the case in rela�on to increased resilience of communi�es, but also in preven�on of loss 
of human lives. That said, many FEs use the term “impact” in a lax manner. On some occasions, impact 
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documented seems to hint to purely developmental achievements rather than progress in climate 
adapta�on per se. 

Equity is among the criteria less systema�cally addressed by the evalua�ve evidence. Only half of the FEs 
provide insights into the tangible reduc�on of inequali�es and support to vulnerable groups. Intersec�onal 
analysis remains an excep�on and equity considera�ons are not part of the effec�veness and sustainability 
of interven�ons financed by the Fund. 

Adap�ve management is documented par�cularly for projects needing adjustments in implementa�on 
arrangements, selec�on of beneficiaries, use of technical solu�ons, and partnerships and financing 
opportuni�es. There are posi�ve experiences in the reliance on mid-term evalua�ons to inform project 
management and the role of steering groups. In most cases, however, project management has been 
reac�ve rather than proac�vely pursuing opportuni�es. 

Scalability is only documented in a handful of concrete experiences of scaling-up and replica�on. It is o�en 
driven by the desire to secure funding from other sources or ensure con�nuity through government 
programmes. The evalua�ve evidence hints to numerous field-level barriers to scalability. However, it also 
stresses the lack of adequate knowledge management and overall lax approaches to learning thus 
hindering scalability and replicability at the root. 

Human and ecological sustainability and security remain difficult to review in the evalua�ve evidence. 
Effec�veness and impact are not systema�cally assessed, and the commitment of evaluated projects to 
vulnerable people and systems is uneven. Overall, FEs took a casual approach to sustainability, primarily 
reviewing social dimensions, occasionally addressing financial sustainability, and rarely paying aten�on to 
ecological sustainability. 

 

6.1.2. Why are we asking this question? 

To date, the Fund has received 28 FEs repor�ng on and assessing the achievements and lessons of the first 
genera�on of Fund projects ini�ated between 2011 and 2016. Even though these projects were approved, 
implemented, and completed ahead of the recent endorsement of the Fund’s Evalua�on Policy and the 
MTS-I, their FEs provide extensive informa�on and lessons learned. This chapter will use the criteria of the 
EP and synthesize the extent to which these criteria have been met in Fund projects. 

 

6.1.3. What elements do we look at to answer this question? 

This ques�on refers to contents and messages from FEs related to the nine criteria outlined in the Fund’s 
2023 Evalua�on Policy and the new evalua�on guidelines. For this chapter, specific defini�ons have been 
summarized for ease of reference and to ensure a consistent focus, complemen�ng other angles already 
explored at the macro and meso level in the past two chapters. Criteria used for this ques�on are hence 
defined as follows: 

- Relevance: degree to which projects responded to na�onal and subna�onal policies and 
programmes, as well as to beneficiaries’ specific needs 
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- Coherence: extent to which projects were compa�ble with other interven�ons in the respec�ve 
country, sector, or ins�tu�on 

- Effec�veness: extent to which projects achieved their planned outcomes 

- Efficiency: degree to which projects have been cost effec�ve and �mely, showing value for money  

- Impact: extent to which projects have generated higher-level effects in line with Fund objec�ves  

- Equity: degree to which project implementa�on reduced or perpetuated inequali�es, including 
degree to which benefits were accrued to vulnerable groups in an equitable manner 

- Adapta�ve management: extent to which projects adapted to lessons learned and new 
informa�on during implementa�on 

- Scalability: degree to which projects have led to replica�on of adapta�on ac�on at a broader scale 
and/or in other contexts 

- Human and ecological sustainability and security: extent to which projects have generated 
con�nued impacts (i.e. beyond the project cycle) for communi�es and/or ecosystems  

 

6.1.4. What is the evidence telling us to answer this question? 

Relevance: The FEs analysed for this exercise show ample consistency in responding to na�onal policies 
and programmes for both climate ac�on and sustainable development (FE11, 2020; FE13, 2018; FE18, 
2018; FE19, 2017; FE25, 2016). These include the Na�onal Adapta�on Programme of Ac�on in Eritrea 
(FE26, 2019), the Na�onal Climate Change Adapta�on Strategy in Ghana (FE2, 2021), Na�onal Strategy for 
Climate Change in Argen�na (FE7, 2019), and local Green Development Plans in Mongolia (FE21, 2017), as 
well as plans in sectors such as agriculture (FE7, 2019) and food security (FE8, 2017).  

In some cases, projects are aligned with subna�onal and local plans and projects (FE18, 2018; FE22, 2016). 
There are several experiences of mul�level relevance (from na�onal to subna�onal and community levels). 
However, subna�onal, and local priori�es and plans – as a vital ingredient to the Fund´s commitment to 
LLA and to empowering vulnerable groups at the local level – are not systema�cally reflected. References 
in the FEs to policy and ins�tu�onal alignment, and impact thereof, are o�en made in broad terms. 
However, they do not connect with an analysis of sustainability, equity, and scalability, all of which depend 
to a certain degree on relevance as an enabler (for these criteria specifically, see below).  

There are also reflec�ons of tensions and mistrust between different levels of adapta�on governance, 
highlighted among others in rela�on to LLA (see sec�on 5.2, this refers among others to experience 
documented in FE7, 2019; FE11, 2020; FE20, 2016).  

Quotes from final evalua�ons: 

 [FE8, 2017] The Project is in line with supporting development priorities at all levels of the GoPNG’s efforts 
to lead planning, coordination, and on-the-ground implementation of measures to facilitate adaptation at 
all administrative levels. 
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 [FE18, 2018] All actions have been aligned with the national, subnational policies, and priorities and 
international agreements of which the country is a signatory. It also has been executed in agreement with 
the governing entity on the subject and/or with the local authorities and community partners. 

 [FE21, 2017] The major outcomes of the project are generation of awareness or change in thinking 
(transformation) from local to the national level regarding issues climate change and seriousness of the 
impact and various solutions to address them, mainstreamed EbA in development planning through 
developing provincial-level Green Development plans, created a knowledge base, and facilitated access to 
it for promoting evidence-based planning and development of policy framework to support EbA. 

 

 

 

Coherence: FEs reflect an advanced dynamism of country-level coordina�on and complementarity with 
other agencies such as the GEF (FE2, 2021), the Clean Development Mechanism -CDM- (FE3, 2019), the 
Japan Interna�onal Coopera�on Agency -JICA- (FE12, 2020),  World Bank (FE13 2018), German Agency for 
Interna�onal Coopera�on -GIZ- (FE16, 2017), UNDP (FE22, 2016) and the wider United Na�ons country 
frameworks (FE8, 2017).  

Complementarity with the GCF – which started opera�ons in 2015 – does not seem to have happened in 
a tangible manner, with one FE indica�ng GCF financing as a poten�al “alterna�ve” for sustainability (FE11, 
2020). In-field complementarity, replica�on, scale-up, and good prac�ces o�en relied on the Fund´s role 
as an ini�ator of high-value solu�ons, for instance in resilient agroforestry (FE16, 2017), watershed 
management (FE18, 2018), modern irriga�on methods (FE19, 2017) and ecosystem-based adapta�on 
(FE21, 2017).  

Coherence is also analysed as a driver for knowledge-sharing across projects (FE22, 2016) and wider 
transforma�ons among stakeholders (FE21, 2017), thus adding value (FE2, 2021) and contribu�ng to 
public goods stemming from individual adapta�on projects. That said, the interlinkages between the 
Fund´s niche as an innova�ve adapta�on funder, on the one hand, and complementarity with other 
players, is not straigh�orward. For instance, in Mauri�us, the FE found that “in the face of limited 
experience interna�onally, with coastal adapta�on measures, and as a new, innova�ve approach in 
Mauri�us, it is perhaps understandable that the project did not draw in a more direct way on other 
relevant projects” (FE17, 2019), leading thus to rather isolated interven�ons and solu�ons.  

In addi�on, complementarity can come at a cost as seen in the close coordina�on with a “sister project” 
of the World Bank. “(A)t project start-up, this project twinning approach was viewed as efficient and 
effec�ve; however, as implementa�on advanced, this approach became an impediment to swi� project 
delivery” (FE13, 2018). Overall, while coherence seems to be a key strength of the Fund projects evaluated 
in past years, there is room to further understand the challenges, including possible implica�ons for 
efficiency and scalability. 

Quotes from final evalua�ons: 

 [FE16, 2017] The scope and extent to which it could generate concrete results and trigger many spin-offs 
makes it an extremely valuable model, parts of which are already being emulated in other projects or 
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interventions that are using this project’s good practice approach (including in NEA and in UNDP). This 
includes the implementation scheme of the agroforestry component used by Elkana (30,000 trees planted 
in 10 ha in this project, later replicated in an ongoing GIZ project), indicating that the good practices are 
not limited to the concrete adaptation measures. 

 [FE17, 2019] In the face of limited experience internationally, with coastal adaptation measures, and as a 
new, innovative approach in Mauritius, it is perhaps understandable that the project did not draw in a 
more direct way on other relevant projects. 

 [FE22, 2016] The project management unit identified and facilitated synergies with other ongoing 
projects, coordinating field visits and sharing results, such as the aforementioned cooperation with the 
Pacific Adaptation to Climate Change Project, the Pacific Agriculture Policy Project, and the project Coping 
with Climate Change in the Pacific Region: Securing the Future of Lauru Now in the province of Choiseul. 

 

 

Effec�veness: Overall, FEs reviewed for this rapid evalua�on reflect an inconsistent use of effec�veness-
related terms, o�en interchangeably referring to goals, objec�ves, outcomes, results, and outputs. They 
thereby provide an uneven terrain to rigorously iden�fy the degree of effec�veness from a compara�ve 
perspec�ve.23 Moreover, several FEs do not adequately recognize the �me-bound nature of outcomes (i.e. 
as a direct achievement of project implementa�on). These men�on results that are “not available yet” 
(FE14, 2021), “ini�al” (FE26, 2019), “likely” to be achieved (FE15, 2019) or “have not yet reached all the 
communi�es” (FE11, 2020).  

That said, across terminal evalua�ons and ex-post evalua�ons, the assessment of effec�veness comes to 
mixed conclusions.  

There are favourable outcomes in terms of increased agricultural, food, and livestock produc�vity (FE2, 
2021; FE12, 2020; FE16, 2017; FE22, 2016; FE26, 2019), more ecological prac�ces in agriculture (FE4, 2021; 
FE11, 2020; FE24, 2015; FE27, 2018), improved community-level decision-making based on tools, apps, 
and ESW (FE7, 2019; FE14, 2021), more resilient infrastructure and systems (FE15, 2019; FE19, 2017; FE22, 
2016; FE27, 2018; AF, 2022c; AF, 2022d), and policies and plans (FE21, 2017).  

In eight cases, or almost a third of all FEs (29 per cent), projects only achieved part of their planned results 
(FE2, 2021; FE12, 2020; FE13, 2018; FE14, 2021; FE20, 2016; FE22, 2016; FE26, 2019; FE28, 2015). Another 
four projects (14 per cent) failed to make a tangible contribu�on to climate adapta�on at all, according to 
the respec�ve FEs (FE3, 2019; FE8, 2017; FE10, 2019; FE17, 2019).  

The main barriers to effec�veness tend to relate primarily to poor quality (“overambi�ous”) project 
iden�fica�on and design (FE2, 2021; FE10, 2019; FE13, 2018; FE14, 2021; FE17, 2019; FE20, 2016; FE22, 
2016; FE26, 2019) and excessively short �meframes and implementa�on backlogs (FE12, 2020; FE17, 
2019; FE22, 2016). In addi�on, poor monitoring provisions (FE28, 2015), as well as structural and 

 
23 Accordingly, some contents used in effec�veness-related analysis of the final evalua�ons has been included in the 
review of the impact criterion. 
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governance problems (FE14, 2021), also seem to play a role in projects only par�ally – or not at all – 
achieving the intended results.  

The FEs reviewed lack systema�c insights or reflec�ons on lessons learned. They also usually miss the 
opportunity to provide explana�ons for the underlying causes of these failures. Thus, they fail to provide 
proposals for the Fund to work towards a more consistent effec�veness throughout its opera�onal 
por�olio. 

Quotes from final evalua�ons: 

 [FE10, 2019] Challenges, such as water security, agricultural development, establishment of agricultural 
cooperatives and microfinance products, addressed in a single project makes the project too ambitious, 
and one of the main causes of the budget fluctuations and targets too difficult to achieve. 

 [FE7, 2019] The creation of an Early Warning and Information System contributed not only to generate 
information and knowledge, but also to provide key tools for decision-making both at the level of the 
provincial and municipal governments (for the generation of public policies and for producers in order to 
anticipate and respond to the climate variability and extreme events. 

 [FE17, 2019] Interviews and site visits revealed that the planting zones chosen were inappropriate, and 
that those mangroves planted farther into the tidal zone had not survived, due to a combination of rough 
seas, cyclonic weather and currents causing uprooting of the young mangrove before the root systems 
were developed and the mangrove was more firmly established. 

 [FE26, 2019] Climate-resilient agricultural technologies, methods and trainings were provided to farmers 
(…) to improve climate adaptive capacities and resilience of many vulnerable farming households through 
diverse livelihood options and opportunities. The initial results are appreciated by many of the farmers. 
Their adaptive capacity and that of their production systems are increasing as they experience increasing 
crop and livestock productivity and sales. 

 

 

 

Efficiency: So far, there is no overarching approach or specific metrics to measure the efficiency and “value 
for money” of concrete projects financed by the Fund. The FEs reviewed for this rapid evalua�on o�en 
state as main metrics a high degree of efficiency in projects that were not overspent and met the planned 
�melines (FE9, 2019; FE10, 2019; FE18, 2018; FE24, 2015). Others state high value for money due to 
overachievements (FE23, 2015), as well as high-quality procurement and subcontrac�ng (FE3, 2019; FE4 
2021).  

Apart from one FE referring to efficiency rooted in adap�ve management (FE10, 2019), assessments of 
efficiency remain mostly related to cost effec�veness (resources invested versus outputs in most cases), 
with some insights into �me management and resource use. None of the FEs conducted a deeper review 
of cost effec�veness in terms of outcomes, comparisons with other projects or scenarios, or assessments 
of stakeholder sa�sfac�on as part of the efficiency equa�on.  
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Even within this rela�vely restricted approach to efficiency, most FEs iden�fied significant and occasionally 
concerning caveats to the efficiency of projects. Recurrent failures such as delays in disbursements, 
procurement, contrac�ng, and other significant administra�ve hurdles (documented in FE1, 2020; FE2, 
2021; FE5, 2018; FE6, 2019; FE12, 2020; FE15, 2019; FE27, 2018) seem to hint at structural challenges of 
Fund projects to achieve acceptable levels of efficiency.  

Other FEs stress issues related to �me management, including inappropriate technical coordina�on, led 
to significant delays (FE14, 2021; FE22, 2016) and inadequate ini�al budge�ng and planning leading to 
complex and �me-consuming adjustments (FE13, 2018; FE17, 2019; FE20, 2016; FE22, 2016). Importantly, 
excessive management costs and overspending on interna�onal consultants (FE17, 2019; FE19, 2017; 
FE21, 2017; FE28, 2015) are iden�fied as addi�onal key barriers to value for money.  

While these findings are reason for concern, FEs do not explore the root causes of these challenges in a 
detailed way. This limits a deeper analysis of recurring issues, par�cularly related to low-quality project 
cycle management. Overall, there is a lack of analysis of efficiency in rela�on to adapta�on finance. 
Moreover, efficiency is not assessed in light of other criteria, such as effec�veness and impact, or exis�ng 
FE evidence. Thus, analysis of efficiency remains rela�vely superficial. Furthermore, there is no analysis or 
men�on of efficiency issues (both posi�ve and nega�ve) that are specific to the nature of CCA projects. 
Rather, analysis focuses on efficiency issues mostly related to “normal” issues found in development 
projects. 

Quotes from final evalua�ons: 

 [FE1, 2020] Factors adversely affected the efficiency of the programme: the lack of contribution of the 
beneficiaries to the implementation of the works/investments, the low financial contribution of the 
Government (0.3 per cent implementation of the planned in-kind co-financing) and the lack of co-financing 
(in kind) from the sectoral ministries and their branches, and the delay in the actual launching of activities 
in the field and the extension of the programme duration by 18 months, which resulted in additional costs. 

 [FE10, 2019] The project used the resources in an optimal manner. This was noted in the various corrective 
measures and adjustments made by the Steering Committee, which allowed achieving the objectives and 
implementing all planned activities at the lowest cost using the minimum of resources. 

 [FE22, 2016] The diversity of location and topics made the strategy very vulnerable to delays and 
administrative backlogs, compounded by several assumptions on financial and human resources capacities 
of implementing partners that were not adequately evaluated.  

 [FE23, 2015] Project was able to achieve all expected outputs with additional achievement, and cost-
effectiveness has been a priority of the implementing agency throughout, amongst their priorities. This, 
combined with significant levels of additional co-financing leveraged by the Project’s activities, means the 
overall cost-effectiveness of the Project has been extremely high. 

 

 

Impact: FEs reviewed for this rapid evalua�on only offer fragmented and uneven insights into impacts 
achieved by Fund-financed projects in terms of adap�ve capacity and resilience of ecosystems and 
communi�es.  
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Several FEs report improved resilience of farmers due to beter capaci�es and resilient systems (FE14, 
2021; FE26, 2019) and of vulnerable communi�es because of resilient infrastructure (FE10, 2019; FE13, 
2018; FE15, 2019; FE16, 2017), as well as the preven�on of loss and damage, both material and human, 
thanks to early warning systems and ac�ve protec�on measures (FE3, 2019; FE16, 2017; FE23, 2015; FE28, 
2015).  

At least five FEs report relevant impacts as part of the project’s effec�veness (i.e. as outcomes and outputs, 
see above) instead of including these in a specific sec�on such as in rela�on to higher-level results like 
resilient and climate-smart agriculture (FE4, 2021; FE7, 2019; FE11, 2020; FE22, 2016; FE24 2015). That 
said, impact is o�en stated in general terms and not addressed systema�cally throughout the evalua�ve 
evidence, such as through project-level ToC or reconstruc�ons thereof.  

Only three FEs (FE2, 2021; FE4, 2021; FE5, 2018) show a consistent use of ToC, and four others (FE1, 2020; 
FE3, 2019; FE6, 2019; FE25, 2016) refer to ToC in a more superficial manner. As a result, more than two- 
thirds of FEs use ToC minimally or not at all. In consequence, the term “impact” is used in a rela�vely lax 
manner. These FEs report lower-level results that would fit beter in the categories of outcomes or outputs. 
Examples of outcomes related to policies occur in FE4 (2021), FE16 (2017), and FE25 (2016), and 
associa�ons and councils opera�onal as in FE7 (2019) and FE12 (2020), etc. Examples of outputs related 
to policies occur in FE11 (2020), FE22 (2016), and FE27 (2018), an app downloaded as in FE12 (2020), 
groups created as in FE19 (2017), etc.  

Where impact is assessed more rigorously, it occasionally addresses purely developmental achievements 
rather than higher-level results of CCA. This is par�cularly visible in several evalua�ons repor�ng impacts 
in terms of figh�ng rural poverty, improving farmers’ incomes, or increasing food security (FE1, 2020; FE2, 
2021; FE9, 2019; FE10, 2019; FE11, 2020; FE14, 2021; FE21, 2017).  

Several FEs report that impacts have not been achieved as planned (FE17, 2019), with projects making 
only limited contribu�ons to higher-level results (FE9, 2019; FE22, 2016). Others stress that impact was 
not yet palpable but only likely or expected to happen (FE2, 2021; FE5, 2018; FE13, 2018; FE15, 2019). 

In sum, impact remains largely uneven across projects evaluated with only roughly half of evalua�ons 
repor�ng impacts specifically in line with the Fund´s objec�ves. The lack of conceptual rigour across 
evalua�on reports generates confusion in rela�on to the level of results being achieved. This possibly 
reflects a void of evalua�on guidance being available and integrated into quality assurance of FEs 
conducted and submited to the Fund. 

Quotes from final evalua�ons: 

 [FE16, 2017] The structural measures have played a key role in protecting the population and preserving 
lives in the high-risk areas through the active protection measures implemented. 

 [FE17, 2019] It is difficult to show any verifiable impact of project interventions given the delivery timeline 
of project outputs (at the very end of the project) and major gaps in the long-term monitoring.   

 [FE22, 2016] Although in a narrow sense the project’s policy target [has] been at least partially achieved 
in that two national policies have been crafted or reviewed and that the project has decisively supported 
setting up four instruments of the national climate change policy (Provincial Climate Change Steering 
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Committees), the policy instruments reviewed or supported by the project remain a statement of intentions 
rather than an actual government plan. 

 [FE28, 2015] The intervention measures implemented have prevented major damage, which was 
anticipated from the recent storms – particularly the centenary swell, which occurred in 2014. 

 

 

Equity: This criterion is among the aspects less systema�cally addressed by the evalua�ve evidence. Only 
half of available FEs offer concrete insights into the reduc�on of inequali�es and the support to vulnerable 
groups. Ex-post evalua�ons offer similarly mixed results, such as reflec�ng marginal par�cipa�on of young 
people and women (AF, 2022e).  

A few projects dedicated specific efforts to empowering vulnerable groups such as women (FE5, 2018, 
FE9, 2019; FE14, 2021; FE18, 2018; FE23, 2015; FE24, 2015; FE26, 2019), young people (FE9, 2019; FE14, 
2021; FE24, 2015; FE26, 2019), the elderly (FE26, 2019), people with disabili�es (FE23, 2015), and 
Indigenous Peoples (FE6, 2019) as agents of change. This occurred mainly through capacity building, 
awareness-raising and lead involvement in local organiza�ons. Only one interven�on seems to have 
deployed an intersectoral approach by providing training to groups facing mul�ple vulnerabili�es such as 
small farmers, youth, women, and displaced popula�ons (FE1, 2020). Another pursued overall social 
cohesion as a key ingredient for successful adapta�on (FE9, 2019).  

Overall, there is limited data on the interrela�on between equity and empowerment of vulnerable groups, 
on the one hand, and the effec�veness and sustainability of adapta�on efforts, on the other. Lessons 
learned with the Fund’s ESP and its influence on projects reducing inequi�es are not being captured. In 
some cases, the evidence even alerts that projects are aggrava�ng social inequali�es (FE8, 2017) and 
states that Fund-supported projects were not specifically addressing vulnerable groups (FE12, 2020). 

Quotes from final evalua�ons: 

 [FE5, 2018] The project specifically targeted the most vulnerable groups who have fewer resources to 
mitigate and adapt to climate change. This includes: the poorest groups of society (Ubudehe categories 1-
3) and women headed households (who tend to be poor and are particularly vulnerable to climate change). 

 [FE8, 2017] The outright distribution of outputs to approximately 20 per cent of the population raises an 
arguable issue. It is likely that among the remaining 80 per cent of the population there are equally 
deserving beneficiaries. This conclusion is intuitive and can lead to conflict among the members of villages. 

 [FE9, 2019] All these technical achievements in direct connection with concrete measures of adaptation 
have created a real local dynamic with a strong social cohesion. Their impact is significant and visible on 
the increase of income and the food security of the poorest households. 

 [FE12, 2020] It seems that women or other vulnerable groups are not particularly at risk from the problems 
tackled by the project, and that project interventions do not have specific effects on these groups. 
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Adap�ve management: The FEs reviewed for this rapid evalua�on demonstrate that most projects faced 
“new informa�on” in the form of opera�onal challenges and opportuni�es to which project management 
responded in varying degrees, i.e. reac�vely. No FE has explored adap�ve management based on new data 
on climate paterns or impacts, as most relate exclusively to conven�onal opera�onal aspects. Experience 
in adap�ve management is primarily related to adjustments in implementa�on arrangements, selec�on 
of beneficiary groups and technical solu�ons, and opportuni�es for partnerships and co-financing.  

Most adap�ve management measures were taken in view of delays, poor team performance, and low-
quality project design. FEs report specific adap�ve management ac�ons as changing project leads and 
advisers (FE4, 2021; FE12, 2020; FE22, 2016; FE25, 2016), adjus�ng ac�vi�es, targets, and technical 
solu�ons (FE10, 2019; FE11, 2020; FE16, 2017; FE18, 2018; FE24, 2015; FE28, 2015) and implemen�ng 
changes in procurement and contrac�ng (FE9, 2019; FE15, 2019; FE27, 2018).  

Mid-term evalua�ons (FE3, 2019; FE8, 2017; FE9, 2019; FE12, 2020; FE17, 2019; FE18, 2018; FE22, 2016; 
FE23, 2015; FE26, 2019) and inputs from steering groups (FE1, 2020; FE4, 2021) played essen�al roles in 
informing and guiding adap�ve management. O�en, they provided clear-cut proposals on how to improve 
the effec�veness of the project. Based on FEs reviewed, there is limited evidence of other possible 
groundwork for adapta�ve management, although lessons learned and knowledge management were 
iden�fied as a gap in FE2 (2021), FE20 (2016) and FE26 (2019). Nor is there evidence of improved risk 
management/risk monitoring; security concerns led to project disrup�ons in FE1 (2020). Finally, feedback 
loops with beneficiaries and stakeholders were lacking; FE2 (2021) reported that women beneficiaries’ 
feedback was not considered for adap�ve management.  

Several FEs explore the interrela�on between adap�ve management and efficiency. They report that 
adap�ve management also comes at a cost, par�cularly where ini�al lower-cost investments in human 
and technical resources needed to be replaced by beter quality ones at a higher cost (e.g. FE17, 2019 and 
FE19, 2017). There are only limited reflec�ons on synergies with other criteria, par�cularly innova�on, 
learning, and sustainability. Overall, adap�ve management in concrete Fund projects tends to be primarily 
reactive to challenges rather than proactively pursuing opportuni�es and adding value during the 
implementa�on phase. 

Quotes from final evalua�ons: 

 [FE2, 2021] Some women benefiting from dry season gardening complained about the difficulties they 
face in the first years of income generating activities. There is no evidence of actions to mitigate this issue. 

 [FE9, 2019] Bringing on board partner NGOs in the regions has accelerated implementation and relieved 
the project team of facilitation actions to allow them to focus on management, timely implementation and 
strategic monitoring.  

 [FE11, 2020] The original design addressed only the flooding scenarios, however, throughout project 
implementation, the approach included the drought scenarios as well. As a result, the project changed in 
a very adaptive and flexible way its approach to interventions according to the climatic and hydrological 
dynamics of the region. 
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 [FE26, 2019] Even though the midterm review (MTR) recommended the preparation of some documents 
on lessons learned, no deliberate action was taken to this effect by the programme implementers. 

 

 

Scalability: In most FEs, scalability and replicability are recurrent themes; they also refer to pioneering 
approaches. However, experiences in using projects’ approaches and solu�ons in other contexts or at a 
broader scale are generally undocumented. That said, around 40 per cent of FEs reviewed reported 
scaling-up by securing funding from other climate funds such as the GCF and the World Bank (FE6, 2019; 
FE9, 2019; FE13, 2018), integra�ng project-driven solu�ons and innova�ons into na�onal government 
programmes (FE2, 2021; FE3, 2019; FE4, 2021; FE11, 2020; FE27, 2018), conduc�ng inter-agency learning 
around lessons learned (FE23, 2015) and replica�ng solu�ons in similar ongoing projects and investments 
(FE6, 2019; FE18, 2018; FE20, 2016).  

One project developed a dedicated replica�on and upscaling strategy for a strengthened rice cul�va�on 
model supported by technical guidelines and training material (FE12, 2020). Other FEs refer to scalability 
as a s�ll distant, o�en rather vague poten�al for solu�ons than “can be extended” (FE16, 2017) through 
“future replica�on” (FE21, 2017) within “some confidence” (FE19, 2017) that “this approach might be 
replicated” (FE24, 2015). Others even state that “it would be premature” to replicate the project’s 
experience (FE8, 2017) with projects lacking sufficient impact assessment as a proof of concept (FE17, 
2019). Importantly, absent knowledge management and weak commitment to documen�ng best prac�ces 
are hindering replica�on and scalability (FE22, 2016; FE26, 2019; FE28, 2015). Meanwhile, missing 
planning and policy frameworks (FE15, 2019) and lack of investments in beneficiaries becoming replicators 
(FE3, 2019; FE7, 2019) do not create sufficient enabling environments for these to happen.  

Overall, FEs explore scalability and replicability in a rather superficial manner. They lack solidity in terms 
of basic elements such as proof of concept, capaci�es to package and share, empowerment of solu�ons 
“owners” (including producers, community leaders, etc.), adaptability of respec�ve solu�ons, and 
relevance to other contexts and interest from ins�tu�ons interested in replica�ng a specific solu�on, 
among others.  

Moreover, reflec�ons on scalability are largely detached from other relevant dimensions such as impact, 
innova�on, learning, adap�ve management, and sustainability. This might be a cri�cal area to explore as 
the Fund approved several evaluated projects as pilots to demonstrate approaches without transla�ng in 
scalability and replicability in the opera�onal prac�ce. 

Quotes from final evalua�ons: 

 [FE3, 2019] From those becoming aware of new techniques, only 17 per cent were able to disseminate 
such knowledge, which indicates a replication approach and delivery mechanism that is partly missing 
something. 

 [FE11, 2020] IDEAM, the leading state agency in environmental studies, in parallel to the implementation 
of the project, has carried out other hydrodynamic modelling in other areas of the country, replicating what 
has been learned through the project in its institutional work practice. 
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 [FE20, 2016] The AF project paved the way for a combined rainwater and desalination system, which was 
replicated in many other similar investments since then, indicating a mind-shift to previous water planning 
on the islands. 

 [FE26, 2019] Knowledge management activities were very negligible with a few studies and a video in the 
making and total absence of lessons learned documents, policy and information briefs for policy advocacy. 
Without lessons learned documents, it is not easy to successfully upscale similar programme activities in 
different locations. 

  

 

Human and ecological sustainability and security: While evalua�ng the social, financial, and ecological 
sustainability of outcomes and impact is a significant aspect of the evalua�on process, many FEs adopt a 
casual approach towards it. This laxity is compounded by the inconsistent clarity of effec�veness and 
impact, i.e. the “what” of sustainability and of equity, i.e. the “who” (see respec�ve sec�ons above). Given 
rela�vely uneven commitment of evaluated projects with vulnerable groups, FEs lack data and insights on 
sustainability of the empowerment of vulnerable groups as the core target of the Fund.  

That said, there are posi�ve outlooks in terms of social sustainability in conven�onal developmental terms. 
This is especially the case through community-level organiza�ons commi�ng to financing the 
maintenance of resilient infrastructures (FE10, 2019; FE28, 2015) or equipment needed (FE1, 2020). There 
is also con�nuity of protec�on ac�ons (FE3, 2019), some�mes in formal collabora�on with municipal 
governments (FE28, 2015) and other na�onal en��es opera�ng in their respec�ve areas (FE23, 2015; 
FE24, 2015; FE27, 2018).  

However, some FEs also cau�on against excessive op�mism on the role of community organiza�ons. These 
groups might require further support to consolidate (FE9, 2019), be exposed to lack of services needed for 
con�nuity (FE22, 2016), suffer impact of local government change (FE2, 2021; FE11, 2020; FE15, 2019) or 
face tensions with na�onal and local governments in rela�on to adequate financing strategies (FE13, 
2018). Financially, community organiza�ons are pioneering strategies ranging from voluntary 
contribu�ons and taxes (FE1, 2020) to agricultural coopera�ves’ budgets (FE10, 2019) and revolving funds 
(FE14, 2021). Agricultural producers are benefi�ng from increased income that can be invested in 
consolida�ng climate-smart agriculture (FE12, 2020; FE22, 2016; FE26, 2019).  

It remains unclear whether there are specific challenges to financial sustainability among the most 
vulnerable groups with limited capaci�es to start paying for services or equipment needed. The 
sustainability of several projects seems to be based on uncertain variables. This refers par�cularly to the 
extent to which government contribu�ons materialize. These contribu�ons are o�en announced in a 
casual manner (FE2, 2021; FE8, 2017; FE13, 2018; FE15, 2019; FE28, 2015). Adapta�on might also not be 
government’s highest priority (FE16, 2017). These findings seem to be congruent to the cri�cisms of 
several FEs highligh�ng the absence of exit strategies (FE3, 2019; FE10, 2019; FE11, 2020; FE17, 2019; 
FE18, 2018; FE20, 2016; FE22, 2016; FE25, 2016), which is an implicit challenge in most other FEs.  

Importantly, reviewed FEs are not assessing ecological sustainability in detail. When addressed, the 
outlook does not seem to be favourable. Examples include the con�nued impact of coton produc�on on 
the ecosystem on which supported smallholder farmers depend (FE4; 2021), the persistent threat of floods 
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on the livelihood projects supported by the AF (FE2; 2021), or, in the case of the ex-post evalua�on in 
Samoa, sand erosion origina�ng in wave breakers created to protect in-land communi�es (AF-TERG, 
2022d).  

In general, the reviewed FEs lack comprehensive approaches to address sustainability. This makes it 
difficult to extract profound insights with relevance to the specific environments in which the Fund 
operates. This is evident in the limited connec�ons between the evidence and other important criteria 
such as effec�veness, impact, equity, and vulnerability. 

Quotes from final evalua�ons: 

 [FE1, 2020] The local management committees function as well as they can and have shown real capacity 
for anticipation and a sufficient level of organization and functionality that suggests that they will be able 
to continue to take charge of the management of the operation of the works and materials/equipment 
(voluntary contributions from women producers or payment of an annual tax on the plots to finance the 
maintenance and renewal of materials/equipment received from the programme, the construction of 
market-gardening wells or the purchase of seeds). 

 [FE10, 2019] It is vital to keep in mind that the project is contingent on the development of an exit strategy 
that identifies the relevant governmental institutions to which the interventions (achievements) of the 
project will be transferred in order to ensure its sustainability. However, the project did not foresee the 
development of such an exit strategy that guarantees the governance of the project's sustainability. 

 [FE20, 2016] The design of the system lacked a business model, and the result is that the entire operation 
is unlikely to be financially sustainable, without designing and applying a business plan which engages 
island communities to generate the buy-in. 

 [FE27, 2018] FORECCSA’s management model, the degree of interinstitutional coordination attained, 
especially in the Jubones Basin with autonomous parish governments, the Ministry of the Environment and 
of Agriculture and Livestock, the WFP and organizations, mainly of water users, are all positive factors that 
guarantee permanence of the Project’s results. 
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6.2. Evidence gaps at the Micro-level topics with insufficient evidence from reviewed 
documents 

6.2.1. In relation to criteria of the Fund’s Evaluation Policy 

Relevance 
- systema�c review of alignment to subna�onal and local priori�es and processes 
- assessment of synergies and possible tensions between na�onal and local policies and processes 
- review of relevance as an enabler for equity, effec�veness, scalability, and sustainability 

Coherence 
- assessment of success factors (including resources, capaci�es needed) for in-country coherence 
- structured review of costs related to coherence and complementarity with a view to cost 

effec�veness 
- review of interlinkages between complementarity and scaling-up 

Effec�veness 
- assessment of project-related barriers to effec�veness 
- review of root causes for exis�ng barriers and solu�ons to address them upstream (design phase) 

Efficiency 
- analysis of feasible efficiency metrics for the project level 
- review of root causes limi�ng efficiency and solu�ons to address them upstream (design phase) 
- review of interlinkages between efficiency, effec�veness, and impact 

Impact 
- analysis of feasible impact metrics for the project level (drawing on Fund level) 
- review of op�ons to ensure more conceptual clarity on impact as part of project design and 

approval 

Equity 
- review of opportuni�es to strengthen intersec�onal approaches to equity and vulnerability 
- review of interlinkages between equity, on the hand, and effec�veness and sustainability, on the 

other 

Adapta�ve management 
- assessment of good prac�ce in proac�ve adap�ve management, par�cularly the role of steering 

groups and influence of mid-term evalua�ons 
- review of interlinkages between efficiency and adap�ve management 

Scalability 
- deepened analysis of interrela�on between scalability and knowledge management/learning, 

iden�fying basic ingredients for scalability to be enabled as part of project design and 
implementa�on 

- review of interlinkages between scalability and other criteria such as impact, innova�on, learning, 
adap�ve management, and sustainability 
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Human and ecological sustainability and security 
- systema�c review of different dimensions of sustainability with a specific emphasis on ecological 

sustainability 
- review of interlinkages between sustainability, on the one hand, and effec�veness and impact 

(“what”) and equity (“who” of sustainability) 
- in-depth analysis of the role of local players, including community organiza�ons, in sustainability 

(specifically in rela�on to exit strategies) and support they might require 
- review of interlinkages between sustainability, on the one hand, and effec�veness, impact, equity 

and vulnerability, respec�vely, on the other 
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7. Inputs to the preparation of the future overall evaluation of the Adaptation 
Fund 

 

The rapid evalua�on was conducted as a fast-moving, open-minded process during which a series of 
valuable lessons were captured. As requested by this exercise’s objec�ves, these lessons should be 
considered as inputs to the Overall Evalua�on of the Fund that is programmed in the future, not only in 
terms of iden�fied evidence and data gaps, but also in rela�on to strategic and methodological challenges 
and how to overcome these in the next phase of the Fund evalua�on. 

In this line, the prepara�on and implementa�on of future overall evalua�ons might consider the following 
inputs: 

Input 1: The available evidence and data show essen�al gaps both in quan�ty and quality at almost all 
levels and in rela�on to all ques�ons used for this rapid evalua�on. Some of the gaps are deep, par�cularly 
at the level of dis�nct evalua�on criteria in the Evalua�on Policy and cross-cu�ng themes of the MTS-II. 

 The overall evalua�on would benefit from including sufficient �me and resources to cover the 
gaps iden�fied in the rapid evalua�on, while explicitly priori�zing gaps that are of most urgent 
relevance to the Fund. Time and resources would determine the extent of the overall evalua�on 
since all gaps iden�fied (as well as others iden�fied by the Fund stakeholders) will most likely not 
be covered. 
 

Input 2: There is a sensi�ve void of country and IE perspec�ves in the evidence. More broadly, country- 
and IE-level evidence are not yet systema�cally used to inform Fund-level approaches, analyses, and 
decisions. This creates fric�on between strategic and opera�onal dimensions. 

 Substan�al �me and resources should be invested in gathering country and IE perspec�ves and 
involving country and en�ty representa�ves in the overall evalua�on process. 
 

Input 3: The evidence base used for the rapid evalua�on was restricted to Fund documenta�on exclusively. 
This limited the op�ons to learn from other sources and par�cularly from evalua�ve efforts of other 
climate funds. 

 The overall evalua�on should include a study covering evalua�ve evidence at the very least from 
the main climate funds that already collaborate with the Fund (GCF, GEF, CIF), and UN and 
mul�lateral financial ins�tu�ons that have implemented a large por�on of the Fund por�olio to 
date. 
 

Input 4: The assessment of the quality of evidence from FEs was more ambi�ous and complex than 
an�cipated. This was essen�ally because evaluated projects were not necessarily designed to meet most 
of today’s criteria and benchmarks. At the same �me, the quality and relevance of evalua�ve evidence 
across FEs is highly varied.  

 The ongoing work on the next synthesis report of FE should retake the quality assessment of these 
reports whose results could feed into the overall evalua�on. 
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Input 5: Evidence and analysis of the interlinkages between criteria (for instance between impact, equity, 
and sustainability) remain an excep�on, with rela�vely limited insights into synergies and trade-offs. 
However, these appear to be key to the Fund’s mandate and objec�ves, par�cularly with a view to the 
nexus of vulnerable people and ecosystems. 

 The framework of the overall evalua�on needs to adequately reflect these cri�cal linkages, which 
might also be considered in light of the most vital aspects of the Fund’s niche and compara�ve 
advantages (see above). 
 

Input 6: The three-level approach used in the rapid evalua�on proved useful and produc�ve, as well as 
easy to communicate. It corresponds to the three levels also considered in the Evalua�on Policy. This 
framework suffered from the excessive focus of the ToR on issues and ques�ons without clarifying criteria 
to be used. 

 The overall evalua�on should have a discussion at its incep�on phase around the framework (or 
combina�on of) it will use. Its design might benefit from a more conven�onal approach by which 
ques�ons and indicators are derived from criteria rather than the opposite. 
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Acronyms 

 

AF  Adapta�on Fund (“the Fund”)  
AF-TERG Technical Evalua�on Reference Group of the Adapta�on Fund 
AFB  Adapta�on Fund Board (“the Board”) 
APR  Annual Performance Report 
CDM  Clean Development Mechanism 
CPDAE   Community of Prac�ce for Direct Access En��es 
EDA  Enhanced Direct Access 
EFC  Ethics and Finance Commitee  
EGM  Evidence Gap Mapping 
ER  Expected Results (MTS) 
ESP  Environmental and Social Policy 
ESW  Early Warning Systems 
FE  Final Evalua�on 
GAP  Gender Ac�on Plan  
GCF  Green Climate Fund 
GEF  Global Environment Facility 
GIZ  German Agency for Interna�onal Coopera�on 
GP  Gender Policy 
JICA  Japan Interna�onal Coopera�on Agency 
KP  Knowledge Product 
LDC  Least Developed Countries 
LLA  Locally Led Adapta�on 
LNOB  Leaving No One Behind 
MIE  Mul�lateral Implemen�ng En�ty 
MTR  Medium-Term Review 
MTS-I  First Medium-Term Strategy (2018-2022) 
MTS-II  Second Medium-Term Strategy (2023-2027) 
NAP  Na�onal Adapta�on Plan 
NIE  Na�onal Implemen�ng En�ty 
NDC  Na�onally Determined Contribu�on 
OPG  Opera�onal Policies and Guidelines 
PPM  Por�olio Monitoring Missions 
PPR  Project Performance Report 
RIE  Regional Implemen�ng En�ty 
SIDS  Small Island Developing States 
SNIE  Smaller Na�onal Implemen�ng En�ty 
SP  Strategic Pillar (MTS) 
SPPG  Strategic Priori�es, Policies, and Guidelines 
SSC  South-South coopera�on 
ToC  Theory of Change 
ToR  Terms of Reference 
UNDP  United Na�ons Development Programme 
UNEP  United Na�ons Environment Programme 
USD  United States Dollars  
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Annexes 

Annex 1: Glossary for the rapid evaluation (criteria) 

 

Evaluation policy criteria 

This glossary relies primarily on the definitions of the Fund’s new Evaluation Policy, which are 
complemented with definitions of the draft Guidance Note for Evaluation Criteria. For further reference, 
the updated definitions of OECD evaluation criteria are stated as well. 

 

 

Relevance – the extent to which the intervention objectives and design respond to beneficiaries, and 
global, country, and partner/institution needs, policies, and priorities, and continue to do so if 
circumstances change. Relevance also refers to the intervention’s consistency with country-driven 
priorities.  

Additional explanation from draft guidance note: The relevance criterion is used to determine if the 
intervention is doing the right things based on the needs and priorities of stakeholders. Depending on the 
intervention, relevance can include local, regional, national, and global stakeholder needs and priorities. 
For beneficiaries, relevance can extend beyond those receiving direct services, but can also include 
indirect beneficiaries at a more distant point in the results (value) chain. Relevance is not limited only to 
stakeholder needs, but also includes relevance to their interests, resources, capacities, policies and 
strategies, current and future programmes, and other factors. The relevance criterion applies across the 
entire intervention cycle, from its design to implementation and reporting; this means that relevance 
should be assessed in terms of both what an intervention is doing, as well as what it was designed to do. 

(OECD definition: The extent to which the intervention objectives and design respond to beneficiaries, 
global, country, and partner/institution needs, policies, and priorities, and continue to do so if 
circumstances change.) 

 

 

Coherence – the extent to which the intervention is compatible with other interventions in a country, 
sector, or institution.  

Additional explanation from draft guidance note: This criterion is focused on the extent to which an 
intervention complements or undermines other interventions and priorities in a country, sector, or 
institution. It is helpful for identifying where implementation synergies can improve performance and, 
conversely, where there are overlaps or conflicting tensions. This criterion is particularly important for 
interventions in areas and sectors serviced by multiple organizations with similar or overlapping mandates 
(e.g. donors, financial institutions, government, or civil society), in which there is a potential danger of 
duplicating or competing efforts. In terms of analysis, the criterion is both inward- and outward-looking. 
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Internal coherence refers to synergies and complementarity between other interventions of the Fund and 
IE. External coherence refers to complementarity, harmonization, and coordination with other 
organizations working in the same context towards similar goals.   

(OECD definition: The compatibility of the intervention with other interventions in a country, sector, or 
institution.) 

 

 

Effectiveness – the extent to which the intervention achieved, or is expected to achieve, its objectives and 
results, including any differential results across groups (considering the extent to which the evaluand has 
accomplished targets of the Strategic Results Framework indicators).  

Additional explanation from draft guidance note:  The effectiveness criterion assesses how successful an 
intervention is in achieving or progressing towards its desired results. When results have not been met, 
for whatever reason, analysis turns to examine the extent to which results have been achieved and if the 
intervention is on track to achieve them at a later date. Given the focus on intended results, a critical 
aspect of analysis relates to what is identified in the intervention’s design relative to what has been 
achieved, and why intended results were or were not achieved. The effectiveness criterion is of particular 
interest to managers who are responsible for the delivery of identified results. It is worth noting that the 
effectiveness criterion is distinguished from the impact criterion, which looks at longer-term, secondary 
effects.  

(OECD definition: The extent to which the intervention achieved, or is expected to achieve, its objectives, 
and its results, including any differential results across groups.) 

 

 

Efficiency – the extent that the intervention is cost effective and timely and does not consume 
unnecessary time and resources. This includes value for money, which encompasses spending wisely, 
spending less, spending well, and spending fairly.  

Additional explanation from draft guidance note: This criterion is concerned with whether the 
intervention pursues intended results in an economic and timely manner. Analysis of this criterion focuses 
not only on cost efficiency and timeliness, but also resource utilization (including both human and material 
resources). It can include comparative analysis of different implementation modalities when appropriate. 

(OECD definition: The extent to which the intervention delivers, or is likely to deliver, results in an 
economic and timely way.) 

 

 

Impact – the extent to which the intervention has generated or is expected to generate significant positive 
or negative, intended, or unintended, higher-level effects.  
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Additional explanation from draft guidance note: The impact criterion assesses any positive and negative 
changes from an intervention, whether they are direct or indirect changes, or intended or unintended. 
Whereas effectiveness focuses on whether immediate results have been achieved according to the 
intervention design, the assessment of impact expands the focus to the longer-term and wider-reaching 
consequences of the intervention. This includes longer-term social, environmental, and economic effects, 
and is therefore related to the evaluation criteria for human and ecological sustainability and security.  
Impact is an especially important criterion for CCA work given that the most severe consequences of 
climate change impacts, and thus the need for proactive adaptation, will occur in the next decades rather 
than the timeframe of the intervention. Therefore, assessment of this criterion should consider the degree 
any current achievements will be relevant, necessary, or sufficient for future impact.  

(OECD definition: The extent to which the intervention has generated or is expected to generate 
significant positive or negative, intended or unintended, higher-level effects.) 

 

 

Equity – consistent with the Fund’s ESP and GP, the extent to which the design and implementation 
includes input of the designated authority and vulnerable groups such as women, youth, people with 
disability, Indigenous Peoples, minorities, and other potentially marginalized groups or locations. It also 
encompasses the degree to which the intervention reduced or perpetuated inequalities, and how 
equitably benefits were accrued to vulnerable groups.  

Additional explanation from draft guidance note: The equity criterion should be contextualized with 
reference to the Fund’s ESP and GP. The criterion is cross-cutting and requires that equity considerations 
be made explicit in all evaluation criteria. For example, the impact criteria should include questions related 
to differential impacts on vulnerable groups, including gender. Significantly, the equity criterion applies 
to groups of people, as well as resources and their allocation or availability to population groups. Analysis 
should focus on both substantive (content and goal-oriented) and administrative and management 
(process) aspects of the intervention, with the goal of identifying what works, for whom, and why. 

 

 

Adaptive management – the extent to which the intervention adapted during implementation in 
response to lessons and reflections during implementation; and the extent to which the intervention 
supports the use, development, or diffusion of innovative practices, tools, or technologies to improve or 
accelerate CCA.  

Additional explanation from draft guidance note: Adaptive management is an “intentional approach to 
making decisions and adjustments in response to new information and changes in context.” It focuses on 
the capacity and extent to which the intervention responds to new information, emergent learning, and 
contextual changes. These are essential qualities in CCA interventions that must remain flexible and 
responsive to the complex contexts, as well as to new knowledge and evaluative evidence made available 
in which they are delivered. Assessment of the criterion includes the capacity of the intervention to 
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accelerate CCA through innovation, which can include new practices, tools, and technology. This criterion 
includes how CCA may be accelerated through alternative modalities and approaches.  

 

 

Scalability – the extent to which the intervention demonstrates that CCA can be increased or replicated 
at a broader scale, as well as in other contexts.  

Additional explanation from draft guidance note: The Fund is committed to providing CCA solutions that 
can be replicated or increased at a broader scale to have greater impact. “Scaling” is used broadly to 
include spatial, temporal, knowledge, economic, and social scales. Analysis of the scalability criterion 
focuses on whether the object of scaling can, either by simple replication, adaptation, and expansion, 
increase positive impact. Three dimensions of scalability are useful to assess scalability are vertical, 
horizontal, and functional scalability.   

 

 

Human and ecological sustainability and security – the extent to which the intervention is likely to 
generate continued positive or negative, intended, and unintended impacts beyond its lifetime, taking 
into consideration, social, institutional, economic, and environmental systems. Is the intervention 
sensitive to conflict and fragility, i.e. to what extent does it consider the political context and the sharing 
of natural resources? Is it contributing towards targeted communities’ livelihoods and to the health or 
well-being of the ecosystems on which they depend? 

Additional explanation from draft guidance note: Human and ecological sustainability and security refers 
to the ability of human and natural systems to support the equitable life of all species on the planet. This 
criterion encompasses the degree to which the evaluated intervention has prevented, reversed, or 
contributed to harmful impacts such as over-exploitation of natural resources, pollution, deforestation, 
biodiversity loss, and the emission of greenhouse gases that contribute to global warming. Human security 
is tightly coupled with ecological sustainability, stressing human protection, food security, and resilience 
in the context of ecosystem shocks, such as severe weather events and extreme heat that accompany 
global warming.  

This criterion reflects the underlying commitment in the Fund’s ESP to ensure its CCA work does not 
unnecessarily harm the environment, public health, or vulnerable communi�es. Given the human 
dimension of the criterion, it also encompasses the underlying commitment of the Fund’s GP to uphold 
women’s rights and contribute to gender equality and the empowerment of women and girls.  

(OECD definition for sustainability: The extent to which the net benefits of the intervention continue, or 
are likely to continue.).  
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Cross-cutting and other issues (from MTS-II) 

Adaptive capacity and resilience (result 1 of Action pillar) (p25 of MTS-II) – the extent to which the 
“project beneficiaries’ vulnerability to climate variability and change reduced, their resilience 
strengthened, and adaptive capacity is enhanced through inclusive processes that empower local and 
vulnerable communities as agents of change to respond to the impacts of climate change, including 
variability, through inclusive and transparent processes.” 

Learning and sharing incl South-South cooperation (SSC) (results 1-3 of the Learning & Sharing pillar) 
(p6) – the extent to which “Knowledge and evidence on high quality, innovative and local-level adaptation 
action and efficient adaptation finance processes, including local, indigenous and traditional knowledge 
where relevant, [are] generated and disseminated with a wide range of actors” (result 1 of the Learning 
& Sharing pillar), “Developing countries’ and implementing entities’ capacities to capture and disseminate 
project-level learning [were] strengthened to help inform national and subnational adaptation strategies 
and planning processes” (result 2 of the Learning & Sharing pillar), and “New knowledge partnerships 
created to expand knowledge generation and outreach and visibility of Fund’s knowledge products 
increased” (result 3 of the Learning & Sharing pillar). 

Locally led adaptation (p6) (LLA) – the extent to which “the Fund has further enhanced its support for 
locally based and locally led adaptation across pillars, based on its experience with the direct access and 
EDA modalities. The Fund has helped to develop and since then endorsed the principles for LLA, which 
call for devolving access and decision-making on adaptation finance to national, subnational, and local 
levels. In addition, all of the Fund’s activities regardless of access modality are ‘locally based’, as they reach 
and deliver direct benefits for the local level.” 

Gender equality (specifically) (p32) – the extent to which the Fund has “advanced gender equality and 
promoted the empowerment of women and girls through gender-responsive adaptation finance. 
Acknowledging that men and boys, women and girls have differing adaptation needs, priorities, and 
capabilities and by responding to those in a gender-differentiated and intersectional way, the Fund aims 
to provide targeted support to women and girls as positive change agents with deep knowledge of 
adaptation-relevant systems, such as those related to food, water or energy, at the forefront of climate 
change and by actively addressing their disproportionally higher vulnerability.” 

Role of private sector (multiple pgs) – the extent to which the Fund has “engaged local private sector in 
the project cycle (readiness support for implementing ESP and GP, including consultations), for example 
by introducing new project review criteria for community engagement and empowerment, or enabling 
peer-to-peer support for executing entities. Support innovation projects and programmes. Enhanced 
complementarity, coherence, and coordination with other climate funds through private sector 
engagement. Receiving donations.” 

Innovation (results 1-4 of the Innovation pillar) – the extent to which “new innovations and risk-taking 
encouraged and accelerated, development of innovative adaptation practices, tools, and technologies 
encouraged and accelerated, including solutions with high impact potential even if it comes with a higher 
risk of failure” (Innovation result 1), and “successful innovations replicated and scaled up innovative 
adaptation practices, tools, and technologies that have demonstrated success in one country spread to 
new countries/regions or are scaled up from smaller to larger scales” (Innovation result 2), “Access and 
capacities enhanced, knowledge generated,  and awareness raised, for implementing entities and non-

https://www.adaptation-fund.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/Medium-Term-Strategy-2023-2027.pdf
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accredited actors to design and implement innovative adaptation solutions” (Innovation result 3), and 
“Evidence on the conditions that lead to successful innovation generated and shared, and partnerships, 
iteration, learning, and adaptive management encouraged. Evidence of effective, efficient adaptation 
practices, products, and technologies generated as a basis for implementing entities and other funds to 
assess scaling-up” (Innovation result 4). 

Readiness & accreditation and role of IEs (results 2 and 3 of Action pillar) - “Long-term capacity of 
national and regional institutions to access finance and implement high quality and local-level adaptation, 
including by involving and enhancing the capacity of subnational and local institutions, strengthened 
through efficient  processes  and targeted support, including accreditation, Readiness Programme,  and 
adaptive management” (result 2) and “Developing countries readied to generate results and evidence 
from early and high-impact adaptation interventions in relevant sectors and themes for scaling-up with 
support from other climate funds and actors” (result 3). 
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Code Country 
Year of 
publica

�on 
Project �tle AF sector/s Dura�on Name of IE Type of 

IE 

Amount 
funded by 

AF 

FE1 
2020 

Mali 2020 
Programme Support for Climate Change 
Adapta�on in the vulnerable regions of 
Mop� and Timbuktu 

Food Security 2016-2020 UNDP MIE $7,864,837 

FE2 
2021 

Ghana 2021 

Increased Resilience to Climate Change in 
Northern Ghana through the 
Management of Water Resources and 
Diversifica�on of Livelihoods 

Water 
Management 2016-2020 UNDP MIE $8,293,972 

FE3 
2019 

Myanmar 2019 
Addressing Climate Change Risks on 
Water Resources & Food Security in the 
Dry Zone of Myanmar 

Water 
Management / 
Food Security / 

Rural 
Development 

2014-2019 UNDP MIE $7,289,425 

FE4 
2021 

Uzbekistan 2021 
Developing climate resilience of farming 
communi�es in the drought-prone parts 
of Uzbekistan 

Agriculture 2014-2021 UNDP MIE $5,415,103 

FE5 
2018 

Rwanda 2018 
Reducing Vulnerability to Climate Change 
in Northwestern Rwanda through 
Community Based Adapta�on 

Rural 
Development / 

Water 
Management 

2014-2018 Ministry of 
Environment NIE $10,000,000 

FE6 
2019 

Argen�na 2019 Family Agriculture Adapta�on and 
Resilience Project in Northeast Argen�na Agriculture 2013-2018 DIPROSE NIE $5,640,000 
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Code Country 
Year of 
publica

�on 
Project �tle AF sector/s Dura�on Name of IE Type of 

IE 

Amount 
funded by 

AF 

(NEA) to climate change and variability 
impacts 

FE7 
2019 

Argen�na 2019 

Increasing Climate Resilience and 
Improving Management Sustainable Land 
in the Southwest of the Province of 
Buenos Aires 

Rural 
Development / 

Agriculture 
2015-2019 SAyDS NIE $3,960,000 

FE8 
2017 

Papua New 
Guinea 2017 

Enhancing adap�ve capacity of 
communi�es to climate change-related 
floods in the North Coast and Islands 
Region of Papua New Guinea 

Disaster Risk 
Reduc�on and 
Early Warning 

System 

2012-2017 UNDP MIE $6,018,777 

FE9 
2019 

Mauritania 2019 

Improving the resilience of communi�es 
and their food security in the face of the 
harmful effects of climate change in 
Mauritania 

Food Security 2014-2019 WFP MIE $7,803,605 

FE10 
2019 

Djibou� 2019 

Development of agropastoral perimeters 
as an adapta�on strategy to climate 
change for poor rural communi�es in 
Djibou� 

Rural 
Development / 

Disaster Risk 
Reduc�on 

2012-2018 UNDP MIE $4,658,556 

FE11 
2020 

Colombia 2020 
Risk and vulnerability reduc�on towards 
climate change in the Momposina 
Depression region in Colombia 

Disaster Risk 
Reduc�on and 
Early Warning 

System 

2012-2020 UNDP MIE $8,500,000 

FE12 
2020 

Madagasca
r 2020 

Promo�ng Climate Resilience in the Rice 
Sector through Pilot Investments in 
Alaotra-Mangoro Region 

Agriculture 2012-2019 UNEP MIE $4,705,000 
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Code Country 
Year of 
publica

�on 
Project �tle AF sector/s Dura�on Name of IE Type of 

IE 

Amount 
funded by 

AF 

FE13 
2018 

 
Samoa 2018 

Enhancing resilience of coastal 
communi�es of Samoa to Climate 
Change 

Coastal Zone 
Management 2012-2018 UNDP MIE $8,048,250 

FE14 
2021 

Uruguay 2021 Building resilience to climate change and 
variability in vulnerable smallholders Agriculture 2012-2020 

Na�onal 
Agency for 

Research and 
Innova�on 

(ANII) 

NIE $9,638,694 

FE15 
2019 

Tanzania 2019 

Implementa�on of Concrete Adapta�on 
Measures to Reduce Vulnerability of 
Livelihoods and Economy of Coastal 
Communi�es of Tanzania 

Coastal Zone 
Management 2012-2019 UNEP MIE $4,616,188 

FE16 
2017 

Georgia 2017 

Developing Climate-Resilient Flood and 
Flash Flood Management Prac�ces to 
Protect Vulnerable Communi�es of 
Georgia 

Disaster Risk 
Reduc�on and 
Early Warning 

System 

2012-2017 UNDP MIE $4,900,000 

FE17 
2019 

Mauri�us 2019 Climate Change Adapta�on Programme 
in the Coastal Zone of Mauri�us 

Coastal Zone 
Management 2012-2019 UNDP MIE $9,119,240 

FE18 
2018 

Guatemala 2018 
Produc�ve Landscapes Resilient to 
Climate Change and Socio-Economic 
Networks Strengthened in Guatemala 

Rural 
Development 2015-2018 UNDP MIE $5,000,000 

FE19 
2017 

Turkmenist
an 2017 

Addressing climate change risks to 
farming systems in Turkmenistan at 
na�onal & community level 

Water 
Management / 

Agriculture 
2011-2017 UNDP MIE $2,700,000 
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Code Country 
Year of 
publica

�on 
Project �tle AF sector/s Dura�on Name of IE Type of 

IE 

Amount 
funded by 

AF 

FE20 
2016 

Maldives 2016 
Increasing Climate Resilience through an 
Integrated Water Resources 
Management Programme 

Water 
Management 2012-2015 UNDP MIE $8,285,000 

FE21 
2017 

Mongolia 2017 
Ecosystem-Based Adapta�on Approach 
to Maintaining Water Security in Cri�cal 
Water Catchment in Mongolia 

Water 
Management 2011-2017 UNDP MIE $5,069,124 

FE22 
2016 

Solomon 
Islands 2016 Resilience in Agriculture and Food 

Security in the Solomon Islands 
Food Security / 

Agriculture 2011-2016 UNDP MIE $5,100,000 

FE23 
2015 

Pakistan 2015 
Reducing Risks and Vulnerabili�es from 
Glacial Lake Outburst Floods in Northern 
Pakistan 

Disaster Risk 
Reduc�on and 
Early Warning 

System 

2011-2015 UNDP MIE $3,600,000 

FE24 
2015 

Nicaragua 2015 
Programme of reduc�on of risks and 
vulnerability to floods and droughts in 
the Estero Real river basin 

Water 
Management 2011-2015 UNDP MIE $5,070,000 

FE25 
2016 

 

Honduras 
 2016 

Addressing Climate Change Risks on 
Water Resources in Honduras: Increased 
Systemic Resilience and Reduced 
Vulnerability of the Urban Poor 

Water 
Management / 

Urban 
Development 

2011-2016 UNDP MIE $5,620,300 

FE26 
2019 

Eritrea 2019 
Climate Change Adapta�on Programme 
in Water and Agriculture in Anseba 
Region 

Food Security 
(Water + 

Agriculture) 
2013-2018 UNDP MIE $6,010,000 
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Code Country 
Year of 
publica

�on 
Project �tle AF sector/s Dura�on Name of IE Type of 

IE 

Amount 
funded by 

AF 

FE27 
2018 

Ecuador 2018 

Enhancing Resilience of Communi�es to 
the Adverse Effects of Climate Change on 
Food Security in Pichincha Province and 
the Jubones River Basin and Pichincha 
Province 

Food Security 2011-2018 WFP MIE $6,962,120 

FE28 
2015 

Senegal 2015 Adapta�on to coastal erosion in 
vulnerable areas 

Coastal Zone 
Management 2011-2015 

Centre for 
Ecological 

Monitoring 
NIE $8,619,000 
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